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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

STATE OF UTAH,

:

Plaintiff/Appellee,

:

Case No. 960147-CA

:

Priority No. 2

V.
TAMARA HOWARD,
Defendant/Appellant.

:

BRIEF OF APPELLEE

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This appeal is from a judgment and conviction of
welfare fraud, a second degree felony, in violation of Utah
Code Ann. § 76-8-1205 (1995).
This Court has jurisdiction to hear the appeal under
Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(e) (Supp. 1996).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
AND STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW
1.

Was the evidence sufficient to support a finding of

an intentional or knowing mental state and of defendant's
ineligibility for the full amount of welfare benefits she
received?

A criminal conviction will only be reversed for
insufficient evidence when the evidence is uso inconclusive
or so inherently improbable that 'reasonable minds must have
entertained a reasonable doubt' that the defendant committed
the crime."

State v. Strain, 885 P.2d 810, 819 (Utah App.

1994) (quoting State v. Goddard. 871 P.2d 540, 543 (Utah
1994) (additional quotation omitted)),
2.

Was the reasonable doubt instruction given by the

trial court a legally accurate instruction?
Because this issue was not preserved below and
defendant fails to argue manifest injustice, no standard of
review applies.
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES
Any relevant text of constitutional, statutory, or rule
provisions pertinent to the resolution of the issues
presented on appeal is contained in or appended to this
brief.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Defendant Tamara Howard was charged by information with
welfare fraud, a second degree felony, in violation of Utah

2

Code Ann. § 76-8-1205 (1995) (R. 8-10) (a copy of the
statute is attached as addendum A).

Following a two-day

trial, a jury convicted her as charged (R. ). The trial
court sentenced her to the Utah State Prison for a term of
one-to-fifteen years, then stayed the prison sentence and
placed defendant on probation for three years (R. 179).
Defendant appeals her conviction.
STATEMENT QF FACTS
On December 13, 1993, defendant Tamara Howard submitted
an application for public assistance benefits and set up an
interview appointment with a case worker in the Office of
Family Services ["OFS"], a division of the Utah Department
of Human Services which handles eligibility for welfare
programs (R. 285-86, 290) (a copy of the application is
attached as addendum C).

In the application, defendant

indicated that neither herself nor anyone else in her
household, i.e., her teenage daughter, had a job or were
receiving any income (R. 297-98; Exh. 1). Addendum C.
Two weeks later, on December 29, 1993, defendant was
hired by Far West Consulting, a company that operates and
3

manages several hotels in the area (R. 431, 434, 453). She
began work on December 30, 1993, and continued working for
the same company throughout the trial in this case (R. 435,
453) .
Defendant appeared at OFS on January 5, 1994, for the
in-person interview with her assigned case worker, Kathy
McMullen (R. 298, 3 05, 318). The interview was conducted,
in part, to insure that defendant understood her
responsibilities and to verify the information in the
welfare application and in defendant's file because it would
be used to calculate the benefits she would receive (293-94,
329, 335-36).

In the course of the interview, McMullen

verbally reviewed with defendant the information in her
application (R. 291, 293-94).

Item 18 asked, "Has anyone in

your household changed jobs or stopped working in the last 2
months?" for which defendant marked "no" (Exh. 1). Addendum
C.

Item 32 requested employment information, seeking the

employer's name, address and phone number, and information
relating to pay received, hours worked, and length of time
with the company (R. 297; Exh. 1). Addendum C.
4

When

McMullen asked defendant about this information, defendant
said that she was not working at the time and had not been
working recently, prompting McMullen to mark through the
item in red (R. 297-98; Exh. 1). Addendum C.1
McMullen also reviewed with defendant a one-page form
entitled *Changes You Must Report" (R. 309-10; Exh. 3) (a
copy is attached as addendum D).

The form detailed

defendant's reporting responsibilities and explained that
she must tell OFS of any change in the source of income for
anyone in her household and any change in gross income of
more than $25.00, which might arise from things like working
overtime, getting a raise, or quitting a job (R. 309, 311,
338-39; Exh. 3). Addendum D.

Such changes were required to

be reported within ten days of the date defendant learned of
each change (309-10, 339; Exh. 3). Addendum D.

McMullen

verbally explained the reporting responsibilities noted on
defendant claimed to have called OFS in December 1993
and left a message for McMullen on an answering machine,
allegedly reporting her employer and her pay rate (R. 60810). McMullen never received any message, and, in any
event, such information was never reflected in defendant's
OFS file (R. 397-98, 308, 313, 335, 352-53, 359, 361-62,
389-90, 392, 397, 399, 408).
5

the form, had defendant sign the bottom, and gave defendant
a copy for her future reference (R. 310, 33 9; Exh. 3).
Addendum D.

While reviewing the form, defendant stated that

she wanted to find a job, prompting McMullen to refer her to
the appropriate program for help (R. 298-99, 307-08, 312,
330-31).
The two women reviewed numerous other forms together,
including a "Rights and Responsibilities'7 form, and the
interview lasted approximately one hour (R. 312-13, 326-27,
331, 336). Throughout the interview, defendant had no
apparent difficulty understanding what was being said,
answering questions, or reading the forms (R. 296, 399-300,
312, 314, 334).

At no time did defendant mention her job

at Far West or the fact that she now had an income (R. 298,
313) .
In March 1994, defendant moved, causing her file with
OFS to be transferred to a new case worker, Lonnie Milligan,
at another location (R. 346-48).

Milligan received a

recertification form defendant completed on March 7, 1994

6

(R. 350; Exh. 4) (a copy is attached as addendum E). 2

Item

11 on the form asked whether anyone in the household had
changed or stopped working in the last four months;
defendant marked uno" (R. 352-53; Exh. E ) . Item 12 asked
for the same employment information requested in the
original application; defendant left it blank (R. 353; Exh.
4).

Addendum E.

Because the information in the form did

not depart from the information in defendant's file and
defendant had attended a personal interview with a case
worker within the previous year, Milligan did not adjust
defendant's benefits (R. 350-51).

Neither the form nor

defendant's file mentioned defendant's on-going employment
or income (R. 352-53).
Milligan also received a "Change Report Form" from
defendant in April 1994 (R. 356; Exh. 5) (a copy is attached
as addendum F).

The two-page form is sent by OFS to

2

The recertification form largely corresponds with the
original application form and is regularly completed by
individuals who are already receiving public assistance
benefits to be sure they still qualify for benefits and to
update and verify the information used to calculate their
benefits (R. 349-50, 390; Exh. 4 ) . Addendum E.
7

benefits recipients with every piece of mail the office
sends out and allows recipients to report a number of
changes in information relevant to their benefits
determination (R. 356, 371) .3 Defendant reported a new
address and her new rent--which resulted in an increase in
food stamp benefits--but provided no information on those
parts of the form asking about a change in income source or
gross income (R. 358-59, 372, 376-77).

Because defendant

3

In relevant part, the Change Report Form states:

C. Earned or Unearned Income Change [--] Income has
changed for a member of my household.
1. Change in income amount by more than $25.00.
[ ] Work hours have increased.
Hrs/week
[ ] Work hours have decreased.
Hrs/week
[ ] Hourly wage has increased.
per hour
[ ] Employment or unearned income benefits have
terminated. Date of last check
Date
terminated
Termination reason:
[ ] Other.
2.

Please explain,

Change in Source (employer, . . . )

The latter section includes blanks for information related
to source, employer name, address and phone, frequency of
payment, hours worked, hourly wage, date paid, and people
receiving the income (Exh. 5). Addendum F.
8

had again changed her address, her case was transferred to
another office (R. 382-83).
Despite defendant's failure to include the information
on the "Change Report Form," the uncontested evidence
established that defendant's teenage daughter took a job
with Far West Consulting in April 1994 and that she worked
for them from April through October of that year (R. 44649).

Defendant continued to work for Far West during this

same time period (R. 435; Exh. 7). Addendum H.
Defendant's third case worker was Joan Waddell (R. 3 8283).

She received a recertification form in the mail from

defendant on December 9, 1994 (R. 384-86; Exh. 6) (a copy is
attached as addendum G).

Item 13 asked whether anyone in

the household had changed jobs or stopped working in the
last four months; defendant again responded "no" (R. 3 89;
Exh. 6). Addendum G.

Item 14, seeking employment

information, was again left blank.
Addendum G.

(R. 389-90; Exh. 6).

Neither the form nor defendant's file contained

any reference to defendant's employment or income or that of
her daughter (R. 389-90, 392).
9

Because office policy required case workers to conduct
personal interviews with benefits recipients at least once a
year, Waddell set up an interview with defendant (R. 3 8788).

However, defendant later called and canceled the

interview, citing recent surgery as the reason she could not
come in (R. 387-88, 410). Waddell then did a Mesk audit"
to ensure that there would be no delay in defendant's
benefits (R. 388-89). As part of her routine check, Waddell
cross-referenced the information in defendant's ORS file
with the employment information put in the computer by the
unemployment office (R. 404-06, 408). The review suggested
that defendant had been employed for the first three
quarters of 1994 (R. 405, 407). Waddell checked defendant's
file, found that the information had not been reported, and
sent the matter to the Office of Recovery Services ["ORS"]
for investigation (R. 406, 408). ORS contacted Far West
Consulting, and eventually verified the 1994 employment and
income for both defendant and her daughter (R. 435-36, 44649, 451; Exhs. 7 and 7c) (copies are attached as addendum
H) .
10

While the ORS investigation was on-going, defendant had
another in-person interview on February 10, 1995 (R. 3 94).
Waddell was still the case worker for defendant's case and
reviewed with defendant the latest recertification form
defendant completed for the interview (R. 393-400, 415-17;
Exh. 6a) (a copy is attached as addendum I). 4

Again,

defendant's responses to the income and employment
questions, both written and verbal, failed to reflect the
jobs and income of either defendant or her daughter (R. 3 97,
399-400, 408, 423). As before, defendant asked no questions
about the form or the verbal explanations, sought no
clarification of any of the information, and appeared to
understand what was being asked of her (R. 3 98, 403).
In the course of the investigation conducted by ORS, an
experienced investigator, Robert Riddle, personally checked
and verified the original benefits calculations, the
information provided by defendant, and the information
contained in defendant's file (R. 460-61, 485-88, 489, 4974

The evidence is silent as to the reason Waddell did
not ask defendant about Far West Consulting at the February
10 interview.
11

98). He then re-calculated defendant's 1994 entitlement to
public assistance as if defendant had properly and timely
reported her household employment and income (R. 487-89).
With that single factor of the calculation changed, Riddle
determined that defendant received an overpayment of
$4,013.00 in financial benefits, $1,806.00 in food stamps,
and $5,273.64 in medical benefits, for a total overpayment
of $11,092.64 (R. 470, 491-92, 497). This figure
represented the amount of public assistance defendant
received to which she would not have been entitled had she
properly reported her household income (R. 485-88, 492) .
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS
Point I: Although defendant claims that the evidence
was insufficient to support a finding either that she
possessed the requisite mental state to commit welfare fraud
or that she received any benefits to which she was not
entitled, she fails to meet her burden of marshaling the
evidence supporting the jury's verdict and demonstrating its
legal insufficiency.

Defendant's marshaling attempt

excludes important information, and her arguments do not
12

establish that the evidence is insufficient to support the
challenged findings. Accordingly, this Court should not
reach the merits of defendant's insufficiency arguments.
Alternatively, all of the evidence, including the
reasonable inferences, are sufficient to permit the jury to
find that defendant acted intentionally or knowingly in
failing to report her household employment or income to OFS,
and that, as a result, defendant received benefits to which
she was not entitled.
Point II: Defendant failed to preserve her appellate
challenges to the reasonable doubt jury instruction given
below where her generic objection that the instruction was
not "clear enough" did not specifically and distinctly
inform the trial court that the instruction was "confusing,"
"circular," and "trivialize[s] the state's burden of proof."
Moreover, defendant is not entitled to have her proposed
instruction used so long as the instruction which is given
is legally accurate.

The exact language of the challenged

instruction has been repeatedly upheld by this Court as an

13

appropriate definition of reasonable doubt.

Accordingly,

defendant's argument necessarily fails.
^R(?UMENTS
POINT I
THIS COURT NEED NOT REVIEW DEFENDANT'S CLAIMS OF
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE BECAUSE DEFENDANT FAILS TO
MEET HER BURDEN OF MARSHALING THE EVIDENCE;
ALTERNATIVELY, THE EVIDENCE WAS SUFFICIENT TO
ESTABLISH BOTH THE REQUISITE MENTAL STATE AND
DEFENDANT'S RECEIPT OF BENEFITS TO WHICH SHE WAS
NOT ENTITLED
2L.

introduction
Defendant's first argument challenges the sufficiency

of the evidence to establish the offense of public
assistance fraud.

She contends that the State failed to

establish that she acted with the requisite mental state,
and failed to show that she was ineligible for any of the
benefits she received.

Appellant's Br. at 11-14.

Defendant's claim fails on both counts.
To establish her claim that the evidence was
insufficient, defendant must show that the evidence is "so
inconclusive or so inherently improbable that 'reasonable
minds must have entertained a reasonable doubt' that the
14

defendant committed the crime."

State v. Strain, 885 P.2d

810, 819 (Utah App. 1994) (quoting State v. Goddard. 871
P.2d 540, 543 (Utah 1994) (additional quotation omitted)).
In practice, this means the reviewing court must give great
deference to the trier of fact and leave the jury's verdict
undisturbed "so long as some evidence and reasonable
inferences'7 support the jury's decision.

State v. Moore,

802 P.2d 732, 738 (Utah App. 1990).
IL.

Mental Culpability

1^

waiver

Defendant must marshal the evidence in favor of the
verdict, accept all reasonable inferences that can be drawn
from the evidence, and evaluate it in the "light most
favorable to the verdict."

State v. Germonto. 868 P.2d 50,

55 (Utah 1993); Strain, 885 P.2d at 819; State v. Taylor,
884 P.2d 1293, 1296 (Utah App. 1994).

Defendant must then

demonstrate that the evidence is legally insufficient to
sustain the verdict.

Strain, 885 P.2d at 819.

In this

case, defendant fails to establish either requirement.

15

Defendant's attempt to marshal the evidence concerning
her mental culpability omits reference to several important
points:
1. At her first face-to-face interview on January 5,
1994, Kathy McMullen gave defendant a copy of the onepage "Changes You Must Report" form detailing the
employment and income information defendant was
responsible for reporting to OFS (R. 310; Exh. 3).
Addendum D. McMullen went over the form with defendant
and verbally explained to her that she was responsible
for reporting any changes in employment or changes in
gross income of $25.00 or more; defendant signed the
form and kept a copy for her own reference (R. 309-11,
338-39).
2. While reviewing the *Changes You Must Report" form,
defendant volunteered the statement that she wanted to
find a job, notwithstanding the fact that she had
started a job only six days earlier (R. 298-99, 307-08,
312, 330-31, 435, 453) .
3. McMullen verbally explained the requirement on each
of the numerous written forms that defendant must also
report changes in income for others in the household
(R. 291, 293-94, 309-10, 338-39; Exhs. 1 and 3 ) .

Addenda C and D. Defendant never reported the fact that
her daughter worked for Far West Consulting for over
half of 1994 (R. 389-90, 392, 397, 399-400).
4. None of the case workers who handled defendant's
file perceived any problem with her ability to read,
speak, or understand the written documents or the
verbal explanations she received (R. 299-300, 312, 314,
334, 361-62, 398, 403). Randy Girmaud, one of
defendant's bosses at Far West, testified that she
neither observed nor knew of any problems in
16

defendant's ability to read, write, and understand
English (R. 512-17). Angie Walton, a payroll
supervisor with Far West, perceived no problem in
defendant's completion and understanding of the payroll
forms she submitted (R. 431-32, 445-46) .
5. While testifying at trial, defendant asked for
clarification of only one question and demonstrated no
difficulty in understanding counsels' questions (R.
401-626).5
This additional evidence gives rise to the reasonable
inference that defendant knew of the requirement that she
report employment and income changes for both herself and
her daughter.

The evidence, viewed in a light most

favorable to the verdict, shows that no such reporting
occurred.

Defendant cannot meet the marshaling requirement

5

The question was asked by defense counsel at the
beginning of defendant's testimony:
[DEFENSE COUNSEL:] What's the last year of school that
you attended at all?
A.

What do you mean?

Q. What's the last year you went to school, the last
year you were going to school?
A.

Twelfth.

(R. 601).
17

without including this evidence and the reasonable
inferences therefrom.
Further, defendant does not show the legal
insufficiency of the evidence to establish the guiltyverdict; instead, she purports to show that, based on what
the State established below as well as on what it allegedly
did not, it was reasonable for defendant to believe that she
was entitled to whatever amount she received from the State,
thereby warranting a different verdict.

Appellant's Br. at

12-13.
Defendant claims that the State failed to establish
that she did not know that her phone message to OFS about
her job did not reach her case worker, that she did not know
that part of the benefits she received were undeserved, and
that she should have known the amount of benefits she was
entitled to receive at any given time. Id.

She contends

that the absence of this evidence, together with the fact
that witnesses testified that a person may be employed and
still be eligible for benefits, renders her actions merely
negligent and does not support a finding of a more culpable
18

mental state.

Id.

However, the mere fact of possible

entitlement despite employment does not render defendant's
actions reasonable, does not establish that her actions
were, at most, negligent, and does not establish the legal
insufficiency of the evidence adduced below.

Moreover, the

information defendant claims the State failed to establish
was not necessary to a conviction in this case and, in fact,
reasonably could have been found by the jury based on the
evidence adduced at trial.

See Point IB2, infra.

Because of defendant's failure to properly marshal the
evidence in this case, this Court should not reach the
merits of this claim of error.

State v. Pilling. 875 P.2d

604, 608 (Utah App. 1994).

2-* Merits
Should this Court reach the merits of defendant's
claim, it will find that the evidence was legally sufficient
to support a finding of the requisite mental state.6
6

In

While the statute permits a conviction based on an
intentional, knowing, or reckless mens rea, the trial court
granted defendant's motion to strike any reference to
"recklessness" because the court was persuaded by defense
counsel's argument that it was inconsistent to convict
19

reviewing an insufficiency claim, the facts are reviewed in
a light most favorable to the State.

Taylor. 884 P.2d at

1296.
The evidence established that when defendant submitted
the original application on December 23, 1993, neither she
nor her daughter was employed or had income (R. 607-08).
Defendant started working for Far West Consulting on
December 3 0 (R. 453). Six days later, she appeared at the
OFS for an in-person interview with Kathy McMullen, the
first of three case workers who would ultimately work on her
case that year (R. 298, 3 05, 318). At the interview,
McMullen went through the application with defendant and
specifically asked about employment and income (R. 291, 29394, 2 97-98).

However, defendant did not correct the now-

erroneous information in the application (R. 297-98, 313).
McMullen also verbally reviewed with defendant her
responsibility to report employment and income changes for
her household and gave her a copy of the written form
detailing the information (R. 310, 339; Exh. 3). Addendum
someone of recklessly committing a fraud (R. 523-33) .
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D.

The one-page form expressly stated that "changes can

affect the amount of your benefits or your eligibility"
(Exh. 3). Addendum D.

Defendant asked no questions about

the form or about McMullen's explanation of its contents and
appeared to understand what was required (R. 299-300, 312,
314, 334, 613, 622).
At the same time, defendant stated that she wanted to
find a job (R. 298-99, 307-08, 312, 330-31).

She did not

say that she wanted a "better" job or a "second" job,
despite the fact that she had started a job only six days
earlier.

Together with the fact that, despite a multitude

of opportunities, defendant failed to inform OFS at any time
during the next year that either she or her daughter were
employed, her conduct and her statement at this first
interview give rise to the reasonable inference that she was
hiding the fact of her employment from OFS.
Over the next year, defendant completed, signed and
submitted to OFS at least four more forms, none of which
reflect either the jobs or the income changes of defendant
or her daughter, despite specific sections in each form for
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reporting such information (Exhs. 4, 5, 6, 6a). Addenda E,
F, G, and I, respectively.

Each of these forms invited

defendant to call the local OFS office with questions or
problems (id.).
The final recertification form was reviewed bydefendant and her third case worker, Joan Waddell, at an inperson interview on February 10, 1995 (R. 393-400, 415-17).
At the time, defendant was still working for Far West and
had been since December 30, 1993 (R. 435, 453). However,
when Waddell asked about employment and income information,
defendant again failed to mention her own or her daughter's
jobs (R. 397, 399-400, 408, 423).
The case workers who met with defendant personally
testified that she had no apparent or expressed difficulty
in reading the documents they reviewed or in understanding
their explanations and questions (R. 296, 299-300, 312, 314,
334, 398, 403). Neither did she claim to have called the
OFS office with questions about forms she completed at home.
Defendant's boss, Randy Girmaud, testified that, although
she believed that defendant had a problem with "figures,"
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she had neither observed nor been made aware over the two
years defendant had worked for her of any problem defendant
had with speaking, writing, reading, or understanding
English (R. 512-17).

The payroll supervisor from Far West

likewise observed no problem in defendant's ability to read,
understand, and complete various payroll forms (R. 431-32,
445-46) . Finally, defendant appeared to have no problem
understanding and responding to the questions asked of her
at trial by either counsel.

This evidence permits the

reasonable inference that defendant knew or should have
known of her reporting requirements and the material nature
of her income.
Pursuant to the requirements explained to her both
verbally and in writing, defendant's eligibility was based,
in part, on her employment and income level, and she was
required to report changes in either within ten days of
discovering the change.

Defendant received the following

gross income from Far West during 1994:
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Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.

Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

498 .33
441, .10
618, .20
655, .30
475, .75
624, .60

$
$
$
$
$
$

(Exh. 7 ) . Addendum H.

$
$
$
$
$
$

679, .71
660, .29
1 , 2 2 5 , .48
1 , 0 3 2 , .79
855, .68
807. .97

Eleven of the twelve months involved

changes in gross income of $25.00 or more.

The evidence

established that not only did defendant fail to report these
qualifying changes in income, but she also failed to report
her daughter's employment and income.7

She did, however,

report a change in her rent (R. 358-59).

The latter

disclosed information would result in an increase in
benefits (R. 376-77), while the former nondisclosed
information would result in a decrease in benefits (R. 48688, 491-92).

defendant's daughter earned the following income from
Far West in 1994:
Apr.
May.
Jun.
Jul.

$ 351.69
$ 115.63
$ 89.25
$ 251.90

Aug.
Sep.
Oct.

(Exh. 7c). Addendum H.
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$
$
$

246.40
82.50
130.00

Defendant did not claim to have reported the changes in
her household income or the fact of her daughter's
employment, and she did not contest the fact that she and
her daughter received the income attributed to them. She
only claimed to have reported her job and her starting
hourly wage by leaving a phone message for her first case
worker prior to 1994 (R. 608-10).

The case worker testified

that she never got such a message from defendant (R. 335) ,
and all the case workers testified that defendant's
employment and income information was never reported to them
and did not appear as part of her file (R. 297-98, 308, 313,
335, 352-53, 359, 361-62, 389-90, 392, 397, 399, 408).
Defendant's claim was not corroborated, and the issue came
down to a credibility determination between defendant and
the OFS workers.8

defendant's cousin Sherry Baker purported to provide
corroborating testimony that defendant placed the call to
OFS from Sherry's phone in Sherry's presence (R. 544-47).
However, Sherry repeatedly characterized the phone call as
one in which defendant asked the person on the other end of
the line "how she would go about getting employment in Utah"
(R. 545-47), not that she had already gotten a job and was
earning $4.25 per hour.
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Even if the jury were to credit defendant's unsupported
claim, the remaining evidence is still sufficient to
establish a knowing or intentional omission by defendant of
material information affecting her eligibility for benefits.
The repeated omission over eleven of the months in 1994 of
any information concerning the material reportable changes
which occurred in the household income, together with the
remaining evidence of defendant's actions at her in-person
interviews, the relevant reporting disclosures made by the
case workers, the documentation explaining defendant's
reporting responsibilities, and the reasonable inferences
therefrom, support a finding that defendant acted knowingly
or intentionally in failing to reveal the information to
OFS.
Finally, even if the jury credited defendant's claim
that she suffered from a reading deficiency (R. 556, 602),
the jury could still find that she omitted the necessary
information intentionally or knowingly.

The reporting

requirements were explained to her in person, she was given
a copy of a form explaining them in writing, she had several
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opportunities to seek clarification of this information, and
she testified that when she filled out forms at home, she
would sometimes have other people help her (R. 605, 614-15).
However, she did not seek clarification of the information
and, even with the help of others, defendant repeatedly
failed to correctly report any information about household
employment and income changes.

This fact, defendant's

repeated failure to properly report the information after
two personal interviews, and the timing and circumstances
surrounding her statement to McMullen that she wanted to
find a job, give rise to the reasonable inference that
defendant knew that the employment and income information
"can affect the amount of your benefits or your eligibility"
(Exh. 3), and that defendant intentionally or knowingly kept
the information from OFS.
iL.

Eligibility
Defendant contends that the State failed to establish

that she was ineligible to receive any of the benefits she
in fact received.

Appellant's Br. at 14-15. Specifically,

she claims that the State failed to establish:
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--how her eligibility was determined;
--how her budget was established;
--how the budget should have been adjusted to
accommodate any report of wages;
--how the benefits and overpayment numbers generated by
the computer related to her eligibility; and
--how the benefits were calculated.
Id.

Consequently, she argues, the jury was unable to

determine whether she had received any benefits to which she
was not entitled.

Id. at 15. However, the fact that the

State did not establish the actual formula and calculations
upon which defendant's eligibility, budget and overpayment
determinations were based in this case does not render the
evidence insufficient to support the conviction.

JL.

waiver

Defendant's argument again suffers from a failure to
properly marshal the evidence supporting the jury's verdict
and to demonstrate its insufficiency.
In order to obtain a second degree felony conviction,
the State must establish that defendant "received,
misappropriated, claimed, or applied for" benefits in excess
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of $5,000,00.9 Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-1206 (Supp. 1996) (a
copy is attached as addendum B).

While the State did not

give a specific formula for the eligibility and overpayment
calculations, it adduced the following evidence:
1) the identity of the various factors used by the
computer in determining this defendant's eligibility
and original allowance amount (R. 489, 492-99);
2) the fact that income is a material factor in
determining the amount of benefits a person may be
eligible for (R. 325-26, 335-36, 349-50, 360-61, 363,
389-90, 419-20, 486-87, 499-500);
3) the fact that case workers made their entitlement
determinations based on the information provided by
defendant and kept in her case file (R. 293, 335-36,
349-50, 360, 387-90);
4) the fact that both Robert Riddle and the computer
verified the original calculations of defendant's
benefits (R. 487-89);
5) the fact that the employment and income information
defendant failed to disclose to OFS was material to the
benefits determination made by the case workers for
defendant's case (R. 486-92); and
6) the fact that when the sole change in those
calculations is the inclusion of the income defendant
9

The $1,000.00 amount originally reflected in the
welfare fraud statutes was increased to $5,000.00, effective
May 1, 1995. Utah Code Ann. § 76-8-1206 (Supp. 1996) (a
copy is attached as addendum B). The information reflects
this requirement (R. 8-10).
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should have reported, the defendant is found to have
received over $11,000.00 in benefits to which she would
not have been entitled had she properly reported her
income (id.).
The jury also had before it several exhibits verifying the
factors used in the calculations as well as the testimony of
the investigator, Mr. Riddle, that he personally reviewed
all the files, information and calculations (R. 481-84, 47278, 487-97).

In light of the evidence and Riddle's

expertise and experience in the area, the jury was not
required to perform the calculations for itself in order to
credit the testimony of the State's witnesses.
Defendant makes no mention of any of this evidence in
her argument, and her mere assertions that an exact formula
was necessary for a conviction does not establish that the
evidence was legally insufficient to sustain the verdict.
Accordingly, this Court need not address the merits of this
claim of error.

Pilling. 875 P.2d at 608. However, even if

it did so, the Court should find that Riddle's testimony is
sufficient on this point.
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POINT II
THIS COURT SHOULD NOT REACH DEFENDANT'S OBJECTIONS
CONCERNING THE REASONABLE DOUBT INSTRUCTION
BECAUSE DEFENDANT FAILED TO PRESERVE HER
OBJECTIONS BELOW; ALTERNATIVELY, THE INSTRUCTION
GIVEN BELOW WAS LEGALLY SUFFICIENT
Defendant challenges the reasonable doubt instruction
given to the jury (attached as addendum J), arguing that it
was confusing and circular and that it trivialized the
burden placed upon the State.

h^

Appellant's Br. at 15-17.

waiver
At the time of trial, defendant objected to the court's

decision not to give her proposed reasonable doubt
instruction (R. 533) (a copy of which is attached as
addendum K), and stated, "The reason I object to the Court's
instruction defining beyond a reasonable doubt is that,
frankly, I don't believe it's written in a clear enough way
for the jury to understand, defines that concept of
reasonable doubt [sic].

That's why I propose my instruction

which I believe makes that concept much clearer so they can
understand it adequately and apply it in this case."

(R.

534) (a copy of the objection is attached as addendum L ) .
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Defendant's objection did not specifically object to the
reasonable doubt instruction on the basis that is was
confusing and circular.

Moreover, defendant never argued

that the instruction trivialized the burden placed upon the
State.

(R. 157-58).

Rather, the defendant only generically

objected to the instruction and the rejection of her own
proposed instruction (R. 157-58).
A challenge to a jury instruction that is not properly,
specifically and distinctly preserved at trial cannot be
raised for the first time on appeal.

Utah R. Crim. P.

19(c); State v. Perdue. 813 P.2d 1201, 1203 (Utah App.
1991).

In order to suitably preserve the challenge

presented on appeal on this issue, more than the perfunctory
objection advanced below by defendant is required.

Because

the objection articulated by the defendant at trial did not
include the arguments she addresses on appeal, and defendant
makes no manifest injustice argument to excuse her failure
to preserve the issue below, she has waived her appellate
challenge to the reasonable doubt instruction. State v.
Gray, 851 P.2d 1217, 1226 n.9 (Utah App) (refusing to
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consider for the first time on appeal several objections to
a jury instruction), cert, denied. 860 P.2d 943 (Utah 1993);
see State v. Becker. 803 P.2d 1290, 1293 (Utah App. 1990)
(refusing to sua sponte address the question of manifest
injustice).
IL.

Merits
The reasonable doubt instruction given in this case has

been repeatedly upheld by this Court (Addendum J).

See

State v. Maestas. 815 P.2d 1319, 1324 (Utah App.), certT
denied. 826 P.2d 651 (1991); State v. Harrison, 805 P.2d
769, 788-89 (Utah App.), cert, denied. 817 P.2d 327 (Utah
1991);

State v. Pedersen. 802 P.2d 1328, 1331-32 (Utah App.

1990), cert, denied. 815 P.2d 241 (1991).

Notwithstanding

this fact, defendant suggests that the trial court should
have adopted the defendants version of the reasonable doubt
instruction.

She cites to State v. Young. 853 P.2d 327, 346

(Utah 1993), for the proposition that a "similar" reasonable
doubt instruction was deemed acceptable.
16-17.

This point is without merit.

Appellant's Br. at

This Court has

continually and consistently held that the defendant is not
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necessarily entitled to her proposed instruction, even
assuming the instruction is sound.10

Rather, the trial

court's decision regarding its choice of reasonable doubt
instructions will be upheld so long as the instruction given
is legally accurate.

State V, gallegQS, 849 P.2d 586, 590

(Utah App. 1993) ("It is within the trial court's discretion,
however, to select between two accurate but different jury
instructions. . . . So long as the jury instruction used was
accurate, it was not error for the trial court to refuse a

^Defendant's proposed instruction contains language
similar to that prohibited by the Utah Supreme Court in
State v. Ireland. 773 P.2d 1375, 1380 (Utah 1989). Her
instruction mentions "weighty decisions affecting your
(jurorfs) own life" and an "emotional urge or a wholly
speculative possibility. . ." (R. 157). This language
resembles the "more weighty affairs of life" and
"possibility or speculation" language banned in Ireland.
The ban in Ireland was imposed, in part, because of the
concern that the language in question might improperly
lighten the prosecution's burden of proof. 773 P.2d at
1380; £££ gtlgp Pedgrgen, 802 P.2d at 1332 ("[I]t is not
proper to instruct a jury that a reasonable doubt is one
which 'would govern or control a person in the more weighty
affairs of life. . . . An instruction that does that tends
to diminish and trivialize the constitutionally required
burden-of-proof standard.'"') (quoting Ireland, 773 P.2d at
1381). It follows that defendant's apparent endorsement in
this case of similar, speculative language runs contrary to
the holdings of this Court.
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different instruction that was also accurate.") (citation
omitted).

Because the instruction given in this case has

been found to be legally accurate, the trial court did not
err in choosing to give it instead of defendant's proposed
instruction.

Pedersen. 802 P.2d at 1331-32. As a result,

this Court need not consider the propriety of defendant's
proposed instruction.

State v. Cox. 826 P.2d 656, 663 (Utah

App. 1992).
The defendant also alludes to Cage v. Louisiana. 48 9
U.S. 39, 111 S.Ct. 328 (1990) (per curiam) (where the Court
condemns use of the words "substantial" and "grave" in a
reasonable doubt instruction), and Victor v. Nebraska. 511
U.S. 1, 114 S.Ct. 1239 (1994) (where the Court condemns the
phrase "moral certainty"), for the vague proposition that
the courts "have indicated an inclination to review
reasonable doubt instructions with intense scrutiny. . . . "
Appellant's Br. at 17. Defendant then contends that
"against this backdrop" the instruction in this case "is
circular and defines nothing."

Id. at 18. The reasonable

doubt instruction given in this case does not fit into this
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mythical "backdrop" as none of the words complained about in
Cage or Victor are present in the instant case.

Further,

the actual instruction used in this case has withstood the
repeated scrutiny of this Court.

See cases listed, supra,

at 33 .
Finally, the defendant has difficulty with the fact
that the reasonable doubt instruction given in this case
contains some derivatives of the words "reasonable" or
"reason" at various (albeit infrequent) junctures.
Appellant's Br. at 18.

Interestingly, defendant's own

proposed instruction is guilty of the same transgression:
"In some circumstances, the mere possibility that the
defendant did not commit the crime with which he/she is
charged may create a reasonable doubt; however, any such
possibility must be based upon reason and logic, and not
upon a purely emotional urge or a wholly speculative
possibility."

(R. at 157) (emphasis added).

Addendum K.

In any event, the use of the words "reasonable" and "reason"
in the jury instruction given by the trial court does not
stand alone.

Rather considerable other verbiage is afforded
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in the instruction, the aggregate of which has been found to
be an accurate definition of the State's burden of proof and
an appropriate definition of reasonable doubt.

Pedersen.

802 P.2d at 1332.
Accordingly, defendant's claim of error is without
merit.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the State respectfully
requests that this Court affirm defendant's conviction.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ^ 2 > ^ d a y of November,
1996.
JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General

KRIS C. LEONARD
Assistant Attorney General
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ADDENDUM A

768-1101

CRIMINAL CODE

(3) If the court or jury finds the defendant guilty of the felony charged, then
the defendant shall be tried immediately by the same judge and jury, if a jury
was impaneled, on the charge of being a habitual criminal, unless the
defendant has entered or enters a plea of guilty to the charge of being a
habitual criminal.
(4) No conviction may be admissible to establish the status of a habitual
criminal if it was set aside on the basis of the defendant's innocence.
History: C. 1983,76-8-1002, enacted by L.
1975, ch. 46,1 1; 1993, ch. 38,1 80.
Amendment Notes. — The 1993 amend-

ment, effective May 3, 1993, inserted "or oV
trict attorney" and substituted "specify" for "art
forth* in the first sentence of Subsection (2).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Constitutionality.
Section 76-8-1001 and this section do not
violate federal constitutional provisions
against double jeopardy. The statutes do not
create a new crime; they merely enhance pun-

ishment for the latest crime in cases where the
defendsnt has been previously convicted of and
sent to prison for two other felony offenset.
State v. Bailey, 712 P.2d 281 (Utah 1985).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. —Note. Enhancing Penallies by Admitting "Bad Character" Evidence
During the Guilt Phase of Criminal TVials —
State v. Bishop, 1989 Utah L. Rev. 1013.

Am. Jur. 3d. — 39 Am. Jur. 2d Habitat!
Criminals snd Subsequent Offenders ft 2.
C.J.& — 24 C.J.S. Criminal Law ft 1638.
Key Numbers. — Criminal Law «- 1200.

PART 11
TAXATION
76-8-1101. Operating without tax license — Tax evasion —
Statute of limitations*
(1) AB provided in Section 69-1-401:
(a) Any person who is required by Title 59 or any laws the State Tax
Commission administers or regulates to register with or obtain a license or
permit from the State Tax Commission, or who operates without having
registered or secured a license or permit, or who operates when the
registration, license, or permit is expired or not current, is guilty of a claw
B misdemeanor, except that, notwithstanding Section 76-3-301, the fineii
not less than $500 nor more than $1,000.
(b) Any person who, with intent to evade any tax or requirement of Title
69 or any lawful requirement of the State Tax Commission, fails to make,
render, sign, or verify any return or to supply any information within the
time required under this title, or who makes, renders, signs, or verifies any
false or fraudulent return or statement, or who supplies any false or
fraudulent information, is guilty of a third degree felony, except that,
notwithstanding Section 76-3-301, the fine is not less than $1,000 nor
more than $5,000.
(c) Any person who willfully attempts to evade or defeat any tax or the
payment thereof is, in addition to other penalties provided by law, guilty
of a second degree felony, except that, notwithstanding Section 76-3-301,
the fine is not less than $1,500 nor more than $25,000.
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(2) The statute of limitations for prosecution for a violation of this section is
gix years from the date the tax should have been remitted.
History: C. 1853,78-8-1101, enacted by L.
1187, ch. 3,1 57.

PART 12
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE FRAUD
76-8-1201.

Definitions.

As used in this part:
(1) "Overpayment" means the same as that term is defined in Section
62A-9-129.
(2) "Provider* means the same as that term is defined in Section
62A-11-103.
(3) "Public assistance" means the same as that term is defined in
Section 62A-11-103.
(4) "Recipient" means a person who receives or has received public
assistance.
History: C. 1953,78-8-1201, enacted by L.
1W4, ch. 132,ft 8.

Effective Dates. — Lawi 1994, ch. 122,
9 16 makes the act effective on March 16,1994.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 3d. — 79 Am. Jur. 2d Welfare Laws public welfare benefits, 22 A.L.R.4th 634.
ff 111 to 113.
Liability of state or federal government for
AL.R. — Criminal liability under state taws losses associated with distribution of food
in connection with application for, or receipt of, stamps, 116 A.L.R. Fed. 467.

76-8-1202. Application of part.
(1) This part does not apply to offenses by providers under the state's
Medicaid program that are actionable under Title 26, Chapter 20, False Claims
Act.
(2) (a) Section 62A-9-131 applies to criminal actions taken under this part,
(b) The repayment of funds or other benefits obtained in violation of the
provisions of this chapter shall not constitute a defense or grounds for
dismissal of a criminal action.
iJ2*t<LF7:Cl9M'76*8',202'e,,actedby1L
W , ch. 122,ft».
ft

Effective Dates. — Laws 1994, ch. 122.
16 makes the act effective on March 16,1994.

76-84203. Disclosure required — Penalty.
(1) Each person who applies for public assistance shall disclose to the
Department of Human Services each fact that may materially affect the
determination of his eligibility to receive public assistance, including his
current:
(a) marital status;
(b) household composition;
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(c) employment;
(d) income;
(e) receipt of monetary and in-kind gifts; and
(f) other resources.
(2) Any person applying for public assistance who intentionally, knowingly,
or recklessly fails to disclose any material fact required to be disclosed under
Subsection (1) is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
(3) Any recipient who intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly fails to disclose
to the Department of Human Services any change in a material fact required
to be disclosed under Subsection (1), within ten days after the date of the
change, is guilty of a class B misdemeanor if that failure to disclose results in
an overpayment.
History: C. 1953, 76-8-1203, enacted by L.
1994, ch. 122, | 10.

Effective Date*. — Lawt 1994, ch. 122,
$ 16 makes the act effective on March 16,1991

76-8-1204. Disclosure by provider required — Penalty.
(1) (a) Any provider who solicits, requests, or receives, actually or constructively, any payment or contribution through a payment, assessment, gift,
devise, bequest, or other means, directly or indirectly, from a recipient or
recipient's family shall notify the Department of Human Services of the
amount of payment or contribution in writing within ten days after
receiving that payment or contribution.
(b) If the payment or contribution is to be made under an agreement,
written or oral, the provider shall notify the Department of Human
Services of the payment or contribution within ten days after entering into
the agreement.
(2) Any person who intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly fails to notify the
Department of Human Services as required by this section is guilty of a class
B misdemeanor.
History: C.196S, 76-8-1104, enacted by U
1994, ch. 122, | 11.

Effective Date*. — Lawt 1994, ch. 122.
| 16 makes the act effective on March 16,1994.

76-8-1205. Public assistance fraud defined.
Each of the following persons, who intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly
commits any of the following acts, is guilty of public assistance fraud:
(1) any person who uses, transfers, acquires, traffics in, falsifies, or
possesses any food stamp, food stamp identification card, certificate of
eligibility for medical services, Medicaid identification card, or public
assistance warrant in a manner not allowed by law;
(2) any person who fraudulently misappropriates any funds exchanged
for food 8tamps, any food stamp, food stamp identification card, certificate
of eligibility for medical services, Medicaid identification card, or other
public assistance with which he has been entrusted or that has come into
his possession in connection with his duties in administering any state or
federally funded public assistance program;
(3) any person who receives an unauthorized payment as a result of acts
described in this section;
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(4) any provider who receives payment or any recipient who receives
benefits after failing to comply with any applicable requirement in
Sections 76-8-1203 and 76-8-1204;
(5) any provider who files a claim for payment under any state or
federally funded public assistance program for goods or services not
provided to or for a recipient of that program;
(6) any provider who files or falsifies a claim, report, or document
required by state or federal law, rule, or provider agreement for goods or
services not authorized under the state or federally funded public assistance program for which the goods or services were provided;
(7) any provider who fails to credit the state for payments received from
other sources;
(8) any provider who bills a recipient or a recipient's family for goods or
services not provided, or bills in an amount greater than allowed by law or
rule;
(9) any recipient who, while receiving public assistance, acquires income or resources in excess of the amount he previously reported to the
Department of Human Services, and fails to notify the department within
ten days after acquiring the excess income or resources;
(10) any person who fails to act as required under Section 76-8-1203 or
76-8-1204 with intent to obtain or help another obtain an "overpayment"
as defined in Section 62A-9-129; and
(11) any person who obtains an overpayment by violation of Section
76-8-1203 or 76-8-1204.
History: C. 1963,76-8-1205, enacted by L.
1*4, ch. 122, | 12.

Effective Date*. — Laws 1994, ch. 122,
§ 16 makes the act effective on March 16,1994.

76-8-1206. Penalties for public assistance fraud.
(1) The severity of the ofTense of public assistance fraud is classified in
accordance with the value of payments, assistance, or other benefits received,
misappropriated, claimed, or applied for as follows:
(a) second degree felony if the value exceeds $1,000;
(b) third degree felony if the value exceeds $250 or is up to $1,000;
(c) class A misdemeanor if the value exceeds $100 or is up to $250; and
(d) class B misdemeanor if the value is $100 or less.
(2) For purposes of Subsection (1), the value of an offense is calculated by
aggregating the values of each instance of public assistance fraud committed
by the defendant as part of the same facts and circumstances or a related series
of facts and circumstances.
(3) Incidents of trafficking in food stamps that occur within a six-month
period, committed by an individual or coconspirators, are deemed to be a
related series of facts and circumstances regardless of whether the transactions are conducted with a variety of unrelated parties.
History: C. 1953,76-8-1206, enacted by L.
IM4, ch. 122, | 13.
ft
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OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER AND DECENCY

76-S-1206

PART 10
HABITUAL CRIMINALS [REPEALED]
76*1001,76-8-1002. Repealed.
Bepeala. — Lewi 1995, eh. 2S4, | 8 rtpeali riding a ouneapouding puniahment, and a protract H 76-8-1001 and 764-1002, a§ last cedure for charging habitual criminals, effactBended by Lawi 1991, eh. 10, | 10 and by trre May 1, 1995. For present comparable
Uwil993,cb.3M 80, prnmding a method far provicoQ*, see f 764-203.5.
irtermining habitual criminal statui and pro*

PART 12
PUBUC ASSISTANCE FRAUD
76»8*1206. Penalties for public assistance fraud.
(1) The severity of the offense of public assistance fraud is classified in
accordance with the value of payments, assistance, or other benefits received,
disappropriated, claimed, or applied for as follows:
(a) second degree felony if the value is or exceeds $5,000;
(b) third degree felony if the value is or exceeds $1,000 but is leas than
$6,000;
(c) class A misdemeanor if the value is or exceeds $300 but is less than
$1,000; and
(d) class B misdemeanor if the value is less than $300.
(2) For purposes of Subsection (1), the value of an offense is calculated by
aggregating the values of each instance of public assistance fraud committed
by the defendant as part of the same facts and circumstances or a related series
offsets and circumstances.
(S) Incidents of trafficking in food stamps that occur within a six-month
period, committed by an individual or coconspirators, are deemed to be a
related series of facts and circumstances regardless of whether the transactions are conducted with a variety of unrelated parties.
History: C 1855,76-^120^ enacts by L mot, effective May 1, 1995, increased the
1994, eh. 122, | 18; 1995, ehu 291, | 22.
value amounti in Subaeetioaa (IXa) through
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend* (d).

CHAPTER 9
OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER
AND DECENCY
Mctioii
?6>fr<201.

Part*

Parts

Telephone Aboee

Cruelty to Animal*

Wepaooe hanMmeat

oeetooo
76-W01.

Cw*lty to animal*.
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INSTRUCTION SHEET

lnformaci6n en espanol describiendo como usted
puede recibir estampas de alimentos m&s r6pido
(Expedited Food Stamps) est£ puesta en la pared.

__
Wt; ^EXHIBIT^*

APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL OR
^ ^ ^ W
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE OR FOOD STAMPS

^

^ ^

:- *v -- _

The Department of Human Services offers several programs to help you. Complete this application form to
apply for cash, medical, or Food Stamp Assistance.
*¥ou do NOT need to complete this application form to get the kinds of help listed below.Hell us
what other kinds of help you need and we will tell you how to apply for ft
* Medicaid for Foster Children
- Medicaid for Subsidized Adoptions
Setf-Sufficiency Counseling *
* R E . A T Assistance
Child Care
— Child Support Collection ™
Mental Health
~ Services for the Disabled
* Drug or Alcohol Abuse Programs
« Help for abused/neglected children or adults
YOU HAVE THE RIGHTTO FILE THIS APPLICATION TODAY BY PROVIDING ONLY YOUR NAME, ADDRESS
AND SIGNATURE ON THE FRONT PAGE.
The amount of cash assistance, medical assistance or Food Stamps you receive depends on the day you return this
information to us. If you dont have time to fill out the whole application now, just complete your name and address, sign
your name on the front page, and turn it in TODAY. You must still answer the rest of the questions on the application form,
be interviewed, and verify any factors of eligibility (including income, assets, living arrangements, etc.) we may ask for,
before benefits are issued.
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE FOOD STAMPS WITHIN 5 CALENDAR DAYS!
We must take action on your Food Stamp application within 30 days from the day you apply. You may, however, be eligible
for expedited service IF you are eligible for any Food Stamps.
A.
B.

C.
D.

IF your household has less than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts and your household^ gross income
(before deductions) is less than $150 this month.
OR
IF you are a migrant or seasonal farm worker with less than $100 in liquid cash resources and you meet all the following
rules:
You now have no source of income.
AND — You will not get any more income from a source you had.
AND — You don't expect to get more than $25 income in the next 10 days.
OR everyone in your household is homeless or living in a temporary shelter or residence.
OR your combined gross income and liquid resources are less than your shelter costs.

TO APPLY TO GET STAMPS WITHIN 5 CALENDAR DAYS (EXPEDITED SERVICE):
1.

Fill out this form.

2.

If you do not have time to fill out all of the form today, complete the front page and turn it in TODAY. This will make
sure your benefits start from today if you are eligible for Food Stamps. Get an appointment for an interview before you
leave the office.

3.

You must complete the rest of the application form and give it to us within 5 calendar days. If you cannot answer any
of the questions now, you may answer them during an interview. You must have an interview within 5 calendar days.

4.

If you are eligible for expedited service, we will give you Food Stamps for this month even if you cannot give us all the
proofs we need. However, you must give us proof of identity.

DEC U jar?

If you need help with this application form, tell us. A worker will help you.
Cheek the box in front of the kinds of help that you need.
Assistance — money to help pay your rent and other bills,
^obd Stamps — gives the extra help you need to buy food.
tedical Assistance — provides health care services after the first day of this month.
Retroactive Medical Assistance — pays for health care services received before the first
day of this month.

f

V * F YOU ARE APPLYING FOR FOOD STAMPS, please answer these questions about your household. A
Food Stamp household includes your spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters and ALL other
people who live and share food with you.
^ ^
1.

Are you living in a temporary residence or shelter?

L P ^ s D No

Are you homeless?

EWesr" D No

2.

DoesyourhouseholdhaveLESSthan$1CK)m

EFTes

3.

Is your household^ total income for this month (before deductions) LESS than $150?
(Include money received so far this month, AND money you will receive before the end of this month.)
Estimate your household^ total gross income for the month
$

4.

Is the total of your cash, bank accounts and inoome for this month
less than your total shelter cost (rent or mortgage plus utilities)?

D Yes

- ^
GS^No

Are you a migrant or seasonal farm worker?

• Yes

Q-No—

a. If so, will you receive income later this month?
(Include only income you are sure you will receive before the end of the month.)
b. How much? $
When?.

• Yes

B-Ncf^

5.

6.

When did you last receive food stamps?

7.

Are you a boarder?

/<ft~/~~ / ^ *

^

,

E - ¥ e S ^ D No

1 Date

'MiiM^j^^^Mf-vf

^JcfXn

or Appointment
/t>^ P O
^ p c V r T f l J ,4:
WorkerTo Be Seen
^ / ^ ' ^ S ^
Phone Number ^ j W Y T ^ T • ( . ^ T ^ Z - p

'Expedited Food Stamps • D Y e s l O N o :
Reason
,, :
Screened By y '•*•

Date

-iZ//*>/**>

5S

WJ;:^:..

^--

D Yes p-ftfo
~?^s
* {^*S

Where?.

Under penalt^pLperjury, I swear that the statements on^is application are true and correct.

Time and Date

DNo .

I Social Security Number

COMMENTS

Date Interviewed

•

1. Answer the questions as completely as possible. Please print. If you need help, tell us. A worker will help you. tf you need an Interpreter, please
tell us (we have some workers in the office who speak other languages) and we will try to help you.
2. tf you are applying for Food Stamps ONLY, you do not need to answer the questions marked with an 'asterisk*. Do not write in the shaded areas
of the form. These areas are for agency use only. You must give us the Social Security Number (SSN) tor all household members. This is required
w d e r the Food Stamp Act of 1977 as amended by P.O. 97-98.
3. Your SSN will be used to check the identity of household members, to prevent duplicate participation and to facllrtate mass changes. This may
involve our contacting your employer, bank or other partes. Knowingly providing false information may result in criminal or C M / action and/or
administrative claims.

1. Do you want help with bills for medical care that anyone in your home received in the last 3 months?
[Name

D Yes

Date of Service

Retro Medical Date

Middle Initial

Telephone Number

...

2. Do you have a legal guardian or someone who has power of attorney for you?...
| Last Name

First Name

D Yes

EB*io
I

•PtfO

Address

3. Do you need someone to help you use your check or medical card?
Do you need someone to help you use your Food Stamps?
Do you want someone else to receive copies of your notices?
| Last Name

Street

First Name

D Yes
D Yes
D Yes
Middle initial

City

OEWj^^
S^o^
[IMo

Phone

0

State

Zip

RI
4. Is anyone in your household living in one of these institutions?
D Hospital
D Shelter
D Drug/Rehab Center
D Boarding School
D Group Home
D Nursing Home
D Jail — If yes, on work release?
[Name

9

Name of Institution

Admission Date

D Yes

Release Date

5. Do you have anyone who can help you pay for medical bills; such as a spouse, parents,
adult children, or insurance (car insurance, home owners insurance, health insurance, etc.)?
Provide insurance information in question 44 and name and address of family member in question 45.

* 6. Has anyone in your home who once received SSI later stopped receiving SSI?

• 7. is anyone in your family, living or deceased, a veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces?
'

IB-W^
^ *
&t$o
1

D Yes

C^to—'

• Yes

G^-Wo

Date Stopped Receiving SSI

[Name " ~

[Name

• Yes

1

D Yes
Relationship

&>No^
1

8. Is anyone in your home
home known
known D>
by another name, such as a maiden name or former married name?
Other Last Name, /
I First Name
Curren^ame

EMfer 0 * 4 6 ^

>A4/

Lrtes

* 9. Do you intend to make your home in Utah?
10. Has anyone in your home applied for or received financial or medical assistance
or Food Stamps in the past 12 months?
iName^
/ /
i Where*? 7
I Type of Assistar

| When?

D No A

paseNo. _
Hi! in the boxes below with information about ALL the people who live In the aame home you live in. Include people not asking for
laaiatance. PUT YOUR NAME FIRST.
r*ou must gtve us the Social Security Number (SSN) for alt household members
Hits is required under the Food Stamp Ad of 1977 as amended by P.L 97-98
four SSN witl be used to check the identity of household members to prevent
Suplicate participation and to facilitate mass changes This may Involve our
Bontacting your employer bank or other parties Knowingry providing false
information may result m criminal or crvil action and/or administrative claims

MEDICARE #

RACE (OPTIONAL)
Whrte
aiack
Hispanic
Amencan-tndian
Asian/Pacific
Islander
Southeast Asian

I

[

eOCIAL SECURITY*

AS*

hday

/

First

Age 1 Sex

y/*7& 1^

Mi

Relationship
SELF

Z

's y~~

U.S
Ctttzen

kfe-rsr

1

DNo

MARITAL STATUS
Never Mamed
Orvoroed
Legally Separated
Separated Less than 1 yr
Separated More than 1 yr
Mamed
Widowed
Common Law
Living Together
as Mamed
Uving Together, Child
In Common
,
(PE)
/ SCHOOL /TRAINING
Grade Completed

/ £ ,

Currentty Attenp>g?
DYes
fc*o

SEP

Where'?

•g*bz*

• 12. is anyone In your home pregnant? (Medical proof of pregnancy will be required.)

DYes [fr
Expected Date of Birth

Name

13. Do you share food with everyone in your home? (List betow anyone who doesnt.)
Name

D Yes

R

rt^^- -4 L'c
&

•

^

14. Please answer these questions If anyone In your home is NOT a U.S. dttzen.
-Emergency Medical Services will NOT be denied due to citizenship status.
Alien #

I Name

I Status

D Refugee

Entry Date

OPermanent Resident

Country of
Origin

Sponsor or
Resettlement Agency

Country of
Origin

Sponsor or
Resettlement Agency

Country of
Origin

Sponsor or
Resettlement Agency

D Temporary Resident with Amnesty

DOther

Alien #

[Name

Status

D Refugee

Entry Date

DPermanent Resident

:.*fJI".

0 Temporary Resident with Amnesty

DOther

Alien #

[Name

Status

D Refugee

Entry Date

DPermanent Resident

D Temporary Resident wtth Amnesty

DOther
1

15. In the past 5 years, has anyone in your household le&fvgp financial assistance
for more than 36 months (including other S t a t e s ^ ? ^ ^ ?

j ^ ? * ^ , X W \*SX%$7Z
A.Na

r

es

B. Name

How many months? v

y

16. Our goal is to help you become self-sufficient. What are your plans to become seff-sufficient?.

4

%.\k&*\*

Do you want more information on Self-Sufficiency?
Target Group

DYes

ONo

jUatJob?

ok

K^fSsU \
Comments?

17. Is anyone 16 or older unable to work because of physical or merital problems?

..

Date Unable to Work

| Name

D

D Yes EH

When able to work?

[ Medical Problem (a medical verification may be required)

18. Has anyone in your household changed jobs or stopped working in the last 2 months?
Name of Employer & Phone Number

[Name

I Date Last Check Received

Reason for Leaving

I Date Last Check Received

Reason for Leaving

Date Left Job

Date Expect to Return to Work Isfta Temporary Layoff?

Name of Employer & Phone Number

I Name

D Yes fcOH

0

Date Left Job

Date Expect to Return to Work Is ft a Temporary Layoff?

^0

<-*
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Has anyone refused a job or reduoed work hours in the last 60 days?

D Yes
ReasontorRefusal/Reducbon

ame
HTF100iKwrf

~Qfm

J3H0

Covered *uerterc? -£3H»

Hvo
DNo

is anyone on strike?

D Yes

ist Name

Date Strike Began

£>No

Employer

OWo*
*0
-OS

. 4s anyone registered for work at Job Service?

D Yes

0W45
MNI

ur Social Security Number, as well as other information you give us, will be subject to verification by Federal, State and Local officials,
ting the State Income and Eligibility Verification system, we will make sure your household is eligible for food stamps and other Federal
sistance programs through electronic matches. Computer matching, program reviews, and audits will be done with Job Service,
migration and Naturalization Service, Social Security, and Internal Revenue Service records. Eligibility determination includes inquiries
banking and loan institutions and any other organizations or individuals who may have eligibility information about you and other
>usehold members. Computer checks will be done when you apply and after you receive assistance. Your benefits to Food Stamp,
r
DC, and Medicaid may be reduced, denied, or terminated because of information from these sources. Knowingly providing false
ormation may result in criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims.
Does anyone (including children) have any of the items listed below?
DOES ANYONE HAVE THEIR NAME ON AN ACCOUNT BELONGING TO SOMEONE ELSE?

D Yes
D Yes

ETNO^

D Personal Checking Account
D Trust Fund (TF/TM/TR)
DCAsh
• Money Market Certificates
D Other
D STocks/Bonds
D I I M Account (Tribal oil/gas monies)

D Savings Account
D Credrt Union Account
D Time Certificates
DIRA/KEOGH/401K

/-

Name of Rnanoal Institution

Account Number

Joint?
Yes/

£54

7w»

O^mer /Joint Owners

P06

Amount

Ver

2
Does anyone own or is anyone buying any of the types of vehicles listed below,
or does anyone have their name on a vehicle belonging to someone else?
D CAr
D TrucK / Van

&£

D SnowMobile
D Motor Home
Make

Model

Year

D MotorCycle
D BoaTs / Motors
Licensee?
Yes /No

x

Owne^TJoint Owners

t
\o

<•/ -

DYes
D Other Vehicle (dune
buggy, ATV, etc.) Poe

Use

Current
Value

Amount
Owed

Ver

V]
4

£ j

Page
24. Does anyone own, or is anyone buying, any of the types of property listed below?
INCLUDE PROPERTY CO-OWNED WITH SOMEONE NOT LIVING WITH YOU . .
D
D
D
D
D
D
1

Home You Uve In (Exempt)
Other Homes
Time Share Condos
Rental Property
Land /Mineral Rights
Oil or Gas Leases
Type of Property

•
•
D
D
D
D

DYes pM

Camper/Trailer
Notes or Contracts (NC/NO)
Satellite Dish
Livestock/Horses (LC/LX)
Tools/Equipment/Inventory
Other
Pos

Owner / Joint Owners

D
•
D
D

Joint?
Yes/No

LiFe Insurance (LF/LI)
Funeral Plan/Burial Contract
Burial Plans /Cemetery Plots (BS/BC)
Life Estates /Life Leases

Ver

Equity / Cash
Value

Face/Market
Value

T
A

M

/

w

S

25. Has anyone sold, traded, transferred or given away money, vehicles, property,
or other assets in the last 30 months? (Please list the items and explain)

DYes feft

' 26.tf you are applying for Financial or Medical Assistance, do you have any one personal
household item that could be sold for $500 or more? (Please list the item and explain)...

DYes

l&A

27. Has anyone in your home applied for or received educational benefits?

D Yes

j£>K

D Scholarships (BI/OF/ON)
D Other Educational Grants and Loans (OD/OE/OF/ON)
D Other (include family, work study, church, employer, etc.)
Major
Credit Hours
[Name

D V.A. Educational Benefits
DPELL/BEOG
D SSIG (ST)
Major

1 Name

DSEOG
D NDSL
Credit Hours

*
Expected Date
of Graduation

Name of School

Type of Grant
or Loan

Oate Applied for
or Received

Time Period
Covered

Amount

1 1 Name of School

Expected Date
of Graduation

/ \ | / V p * of Grant
Y
jorLoan

Date Applied for
or Received

Time Period
Covered

• Ay
'
s

Amount

$
$

|

$

$

$

28. Has anyone applied for or received any of these types of UNEARNED INOOME?
D Social Sedurity
D Church Assistance (CC/IK)
DSSI
D Child Support
D ALimony
D Other.

D
D
D
D
D

Unemployment Insurance (UC)
Railroad Retirement
Workman^ Compensation
VeterAnfc Benefits
Lump Sum Payments

D
D
D
D

Explain*

DYes

&h

DYes

G£K

Civil Service Annuity
Tribal Funds (OC)
Cash Gifts (CC)
Pension (CV/RT)

Are any deductions being withheld from these benefits (child support, taxes, health insurance, overpayments, etc.)? . . . . .
I

1
E

S

Name

Type of uneamed-trtsome/*
Claim Nomber^C

y)
i\^

Denied?
Yes/No

Amount

Oate Applied/
Received

$

per

S

per

S

P*

Date Benefits
Will Begin

u
i

*

Do you expect any changes in income, resources, living arrangements or expenses? (Please explain)

/ W / <?k

JjVT&L

-d

D No

C~S.f^J2-

QrtiMxfctj^

JBL£-

+&&-

es

1f you are applying for Medicaid, is child support or alimony paid by someone
in your home who is a spouse or parent of a disabled person? If yes, provide

receipt

Jf you are applying for Medicaid, are there children of a disabled adult or siblings of a disabled person
in your home?
.if yes, do these non-disabled people have income? (Please declare and verify this income in question #32)

D Yes

JP-No^

D Yes
D Yes

[£wo
D No

Employment information (including self-employment) - YOU WILL BE ASKED TO VERIFY THIS INCOME.
AME

NAME

ow Often Paid? (ctrcte one)

2 X Monthly
Weekly

Every 2 Weeks
Daily
Hourly

Hem Often Paid? (orde one)

Monthly
Other

2 X Monthly
Weekly

Every 2 Weeks
Daily
Hourly

Monthly I
Other

lame of Employer (Employer may be oontacted)

Name of Employer (Employer may be oontacted)

1

ddress and Phone Number

Address and Phone Number

1

)ate Started

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

Hours Worked per Week

Hours
Worked

Gross

Day of Month/Week Paid '

Tips

Hours Worked per Week

Date]6kafted

AttuLr

JDate Paid
^Oay/Mo/Yr

Bet>€gt

Hours
Worked

Gross

Day of Month/Week Paid

Actual/
Best Est.

Tips

1

j
j

j

TOTALS.

OTALS.

3. Do you pay for dependent care so you can go to work, look for work, or get training?
Name of Dependent

/ :
•^

>

-

-y
o

Amount Pa>d Each Month
/ ^ A t t a c h Receipts)

M. Do you expect any change in your earnings, number of hours worked, or dependent care?

Who P»ys?

D Yes

£-Nj

For Nursing Home Assistance: Please provide information of income (list in the employment section), and shelter (list in the shelter section), foi
the spouse and other family members at home. Additional benefits may be given.

Page:
FOOD STAMPS EMPLOYMENT RULES
!

f^#*<l-cz^

designated as head of

Exempt? | E Y e s

UHi

. is the head of household. Circumstances may change who you hav<

If the head of household quits a job without a good reason, the entire household may be disqualified from the Food Stamp Program fc
three months. If the head of household fails to comply with the Food Stamp Employment Program, the entire household may be disqualified
The purpose of the Food Stamp Employment Program is to help people get jobs by providing job assistance. Workshops are provided on ho\
to get a job. Anyone may volunteer.

36. Please check the boxes in front of each expense you pay. These are expenses for which you are billed.
SHELTER: List the amount your household is billed for each of the following items

• Yes /2*

37. Is your rent government-subsidized? . .
Agencyfc Name:

If yes, what is the amount YOU pay? $UTILITIES: You must choose

(1) Steward

OR

(2) Actual Utility Costs

Your monthly utility costs may change how many food stamps you get. You may choose your actual utility costs and verify the amount of yc
bills or you may choose to use a Standard Utility Allowance. The Standard Utility Allowance is an amount that has been estimated to be yc
total monthly utility cost. Make the choice that will give you the highest utility cost for the next 12 months. That way, you may get more to
stamps. You may change your option whan your case is reviewed. You can also change it one other time m each 12 months after you we
certified for food stamps.
Standard Utility Allowance. THE STANDARD UTILITY ALLOWANCE IS $150.00 PER MONTH.
You may choose the Standard Utility Allowance for all your utility costs if you have a heating or cooling cost that is separate from your rent
mortgage. You do not need to show which utilities you pay. If you do not have a heating or cooling expense, you must use actual costs.
33. Do you have a heating or cooling expense separate from your rent or mortgage costs?
A. How is your home heated?
B. How is your home cooled?.
C. I receive HEAT/LIHEAP

• Yes

GP

• Yes

EL

Actual Utility Costs.
You may get more food stamps if you choose actual utilities. This is true if your current monthly utility bills are more than the standard amour
You are allowed $20 for telephone service.

r«ye o

I choose the following option for my food stamp utility costs deduction (MARK ONE BOX)
D The Standard Utility Allowance

D My actual utility costs

Actual Utility Option
mplete this section only if you claim actual utility costs These are expenses for which you were billed Check the boxes even if you receive
AT assistance Please verify
!
Current
Amount

Expense

Past Due
Amount

How Often
Billed''
;

Who s responsible for payment?

Who pays the Dill?

Vm

» j
* j

•

.lectncrty
testing / Cooking Fuel
Telephone
rVater

>

<S j

Sewer/ Septic Tank

"S
r'
L/

Sarbage
tnftaJ installation of utilrties
Other shelter costs

Do you share any of these shelter or utility costs with any people that you live with?.
4f yes, how is it shared7

D Yes

D No

If you are applying for medical assistance, put a check mark in front of any of these expenses paid by anyone in the household
D Mandatory Union Dues

D Uniforms, Special Clothing (EE)
D Other

D Tools
D Retirement (MR)

If you are applying for medical assistance, do you have any
health insurance that can help pay this medical bill?
Amount Paid (HA)

wranoe Company

• Yes
NEXT Payment Due

per

%

j2Wcr-

mx

(Pay Penod Month Quarter Semi-annual Year)

Have you paid any medical bills in the last 3 months or do you have any unpaid bills such as (provide verification)
•
•
•
D

• Hosprtal or Nursing Care
D Medicare Premium/Insurance
D Medication (required by doctor)

Medical, Dental Expenses
Transportation for Medical
Dentures, Hearing Aids, Eyeglasses
Other (explain)

Does any person or organization grve you money to pay expenses or pay any expenses for you?
Name of Person / Organization

Amount

D Yes

JPNo

Type of Expense

U
It

Worker.
Program Type

ty$**- '
Category

Wortcer Numbers

ipv

Approval Date

___ _

_

©ate of Interview
/»^o^"
/
FacetoFaoe? C^Yes
^-Denial Date

Derm! Reason

__

DNo

|
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AVOID PROBLEMS! You can avoid serious problems by making sure you know yourrightsand responsibilities and the rules for public assistance,
Please read the statements below carefully. If you do not understand something, ask your worker about it. Make sure you understand everything
before you sign this application form.
• ANY AND ALL ELEMENTS OF ELIGIBILITY LISTED ON THIS FORM MAY BE VERIFIED by the Federal Government, the State of Utah, the
Department of Human Services, or the Department of Health.
• I am responsible for reporting transferring assets and lump sum receipts.
• ALL THE MEMBERS OF MY HOUSEHOLD WILL OBEY FOOD STAMP AND AFDC PROGRAM RULES. WE WILL NOT LIE OR HID!
INFORMATION. WE WILL NOT GIVE FOOD STAMPS TO ANYONE WHO HAS NO RIGHTTO USE THEM. WE WILL NOT USE FOOD STAMP!
TO BUY INELIGIBLE ITEMS. WE WILL NOT USE ANYONE ELSE'S FOOD STAMPS UNLESS WE ARETHEIR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
IF WE BREAK ANY OF THESE RULES, WE MAY NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAVE FOOD STAMPS OR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. THE FIRS
TIME, WE MAY NOT BE ALLOWED TO HAVE THESE BENEFITS FOR 6 MONTHS. THE SECOND TIME, WE MAY BE INELIGIBLE FOR 1
MONTHS. THE THIRD TIME, WE MAY BE PERMANENTLY DISQUALIFIED FROM THE FOOD STAMP OR AFDC PROGRAM. WE MAY ALS<
BE FINED UP TO $20,000 OR PUT IN JAIL UP TO 5 YEARS. WE MAY ALSO BE PROSECUTED UNDER OTHER LAWS.
• I understand that any household member may be required to participate in the Department of Human Services Self-Sufficiency Program.
• If you complete a joint application for Food Stamps and SSI while you are living in an institution, your Food Stamps eligibility will begin effectiv
the day you are released from the institution, providing you are otherwise eligible.
• I have received a brochure called "Rights and Responsibilities." I will read this brochure. If I do not understand anything in the brochure, I will as
a worker to explain it to me.
• My Food Stamp benefits may be reduced If I receive financial assistance. I will receive NO advance notice if this happens.
• Upon approval of financial assistance, I give any and all of my rights to alimony or child support to the Department of Human Services. I agree
give the Department of Human Services any alimony or support I receive after signing this application.
• In consideration of Medical Assistance, I assign to the Utah Department of Health all my rights to medical benefits. I authorize payment of tl
benefits directly to the Department of Health. If the Utah Department of Health pays for my medical care, I will give them any money I collect frc
an insurance policy. I will also give them any money I collect from someone liable for my medical expenses. I agree to hold harmless any persi
or organization making payment to the Department of Health because of this agreement.
• Upon approval of Medical Assistance, I give any and all of my rights to medical support to the Department of Human Services. I agree to coopers
with the Department of Human Services to establish and collect alimony and child support for my family.
• Any person or organization with information about my health or the health of my family may release that information to the Department of Hea
and a health care provider.
• The Department of Human Services and the Department of Health may release information about .my medical eligibility status to health c*
providers.
• I am applying for AFDC. I have received the information packet describing the Family Self-Sufficiency Program. I understand the availability
the program activities and supportive services for which I may be eligible. I understand how I may volunteer for this program. I understand i
responsibilities,rightsand obligations as a participant in this program. I understand the agency has responsibilities and obligations to support
negotiated and agreed upon plans.
• If I am applying for Food Stamps, I also certify, under penalty of perjury, that ail household members are U.S. citizens or aliens in lav
immigration status.
Upon approvals-Genera! Assistance (Erneige
the DepastmSnt of Human Services.

rk Program or Unemployable), I give any and all of myrightsto other financial benefit*

d or had read to me the statements above. I understand th<
iven on this application are true and correct. I am the person represen
ation on this application will result in prosecution for fraud. I understi
on this application.

Signature or Mark of the Spouse

Signature of Authorized Representative (FS only)

T h e Food Stamp Program is an equal opportunity program. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of race, color, handicap, national origin, age, sex, political be
or religion, write immediately to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C 20250.*

ADDENDUM D

CHANGES YQU MUST REPORT
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE REQUIRED BY LAW TO REPORT CHANGES IN YOUR
SITUATION WfTHfN 10 DAYS OF THE DAY YOU LEARN OF THE CHANGE.
DO NOT DELAY REPORTING CHANGES. CHANGES CAN AFFECT THE AMOUNT OF YOUR BENEFITS
OR YOUR ELIGIBILITY. IF YOU RECEIVE MORE THAN YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE, YOU WILL
HAVE TO REPAY THAT AMOUNT.
THERE ARE AFDC AND FOOD STAMP PENALTIES FOR DELIBERATELY NOT REPORTING CHANGES
AND FOR REPORTING FALSE INFORMATION. YOU MAY BE BARRED FROM THE AFDC AND / OR
FOOD STAMP PROGRAM FOR 6 MONTHS THE FIRST TIME; FOR 12 MONTHS THE SECOND TIME;
AND PERMANENTLY THE THIRD TIME. YOU MAY BE FINED UP TO $10,000, BE PUT IN JAIL FOR
UP TO 5 YEARS, OR BOTH. YOU CAN BE PROSECUTED UNDER OTHER LAWS.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES THAT MUST BE REPORTED FOR
FINANCIAL MEDICAL. AND / OR FOOD STAMP PROGRAMS
CHANGE IN INCOME SOURCE

CHANGE IN HOUSEHOLD SIZE

(Getting a job;terminatinga job; changing jobs;
working for temporary services; educational
income;
unemployment
compensation.
Receiving a lump sum settlement.)

CHANGE OF MORE THAN $25 IN GROSS
INCOME
QNorking more hours; overtime; getting a raise;

(Getting married; birth of a baby, household
member moves in or out; death of a household
member; etc.)

GAIN OR LOSS OF A VEHICLE (LICENSED
OR UNLICENSED)
(Car; truck; van; motorcycle; camper, trailer,
recreational vehicle; etcJ

terminating a job; etc.)

CHANGE IN RESIDENCE AND RESULTING
CHANGE IN SHELTER COSTS
(New address; household composition; new
rentfmortgage amount and which utilities you
are responsible to pay; approval or change in
housing subsidy; etc.)

CHANGE
IN MARITAL
STATUS,
DEPRIVATION, OR LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
(Getting married, separated, or divorced;
children living with both parents; both parents
able to work; moving in with a roommate;
absent parent moves in; etc.)

CHANGE IN ANY ASSET
(Stocks; bonds; property; vehicles; life
insurance; trust funds; burial plans; cash; etc.
tor all household members. Open and closing
of bank accounts. Includes Joint ownership of
any asset with spouse, parents, children, etc,)

CHANGE OF MORE THAN $25 IN TOTAL
ALLOWABLE DEDUCTIONS
(Child care expenses;
expenses, etc.)

health insurance

FOR ELDERLY OR DISABLED INDIVIDUALS,
CHANGES GREATER THAN $25 IN TOTAL
ALLOWABLE MEDICAL DEDUCTIONS

I, £*A«MLX
rh>u±J2Q
5 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ H
read or had read to me the statements above. I understand those
statements. I understand I must report changes In mv situation within 1Q days of the day I leam of the change to my local Family
Support Office. I understand I will then have 10 davs to provide verification of the reported change. I understand that any false
information that Is reported will result in prosecution for fraucj. I understand tjiat+may^ request a fair hearing if I disagree with the
decision made because of a reported change.

CLIENTS SIGNATURE

Wh-

GFS WORKER'S SIGNATURE

yf7?/JZ<>
DATE

/-£>*/
DATE

ADDENDUM E

00223014
99
OFFICE OF FAMILY SUPPORT
4095 WEST 5295 SOUTH
KEARNS
UT 84118-4394

this

r<ECEKIINUAIIUN
1

Uta^-DHS-OPS
Fo^6i-B7 92 0FSi942

AFFSFM
Complete this review for the month of TEBRUARV* 1 9 9
ATTENTION! Failure to complete and return this form will
in a delay or termination of your assistance. Complete this
and return it to the local Office of Family Support b]
*1ST
of MARCH
You ma

If address or phone number has changed, cross out old
information and write in new address and phone number.
Please provide us with proof of your new address.

964-7700

5nen

Return

TAHARA HOWARD

!21 : 3791 S 700 H

til

WEST VALLEY

Client Phone:.

UT

2* 3 0 1
P*ge

torn to-

84119

z 00223014
OFFICE OF FAMILY SUPPORT

99

4 0 9 5 WEST 5295 SOUTH
KEARNS
UT 8 4 1 1 8 - 4 3 9 4

Date Received

000-0000

for help with this form.

-?^k7^/^

*/'%

This Page for Food Stamps Only
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO FILE THIS RECERTIFICATION FORM TODAY BY PROVIDING ONLY YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS, AND SIGNATURE ON THE FRONT PAGE.
If you donl have time to fill out the whole recertification form now, sign your name on the front page, and turn it in TODAY. You must still
answer the rest of the questions on the form, be interviewed, and verify any factors of eligibility (including income, assets, living
arrangements, etc.) we may ask for, before benefits are issued.
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE EXPEDITED FOOD STAMPS'
You may be eligible for expedited service IF you are eligible for any Food Stamps.
A.
IF your household has less than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts, and your household's gross income (before
deductions) is less than $150 this month.
- ORB
IF you are a migrant or seasonal farm worker with less than $100 in liquid cash resources and you meet all the following rules:
You now have no source of income.
AND —You will not get any more income from a source you had.
AND-You donl expect to get more than $25 income in the next 10 days.
C. OR everyone in your household is homeless or living in a temporary shelter or residence.
D. OR your combined gross income and liquid resources are less than your shelter costs.
IF YOU ARE APPLYING OR RECERTIFYING FOR FOOD STAMPS, please answer these questions about your
household. A Food Stamp household includes your spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters and ALL
other people who live and share food with you.
Are you living in a temporary residence or shelter?
• Yes JB No
1.
Are you homeless?
D Yes
2.
Does your household have LESS than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts combined? . . . . J£) Yes D No
3.
Is your household^ total income for this month (before deductions) LESS than $150?
D Yes ^ N o
(Include money received so far this month. AND money you will receive before th* pntj pf tht* month )

5.

Estimate your household's total gross income for the month
Is the total of your cash, bank accounts, and income for this month
less than your total shelter cost (rent or mortgage plus utilities)?
Are you a migrant or seasonal farm worker?
a. If so, will you receive income later this month?
(Include only income you are sure you will receive before the end of the month.)

[DATE -4) IG
J j t UCB'S

•2; WAGE'DATA PGfc

•3.iEV*£ZD- ^ ~
j4^VEHiCLes-[2S&

b. How much? $
When?
_.
%
When did you last receive food s t a m p * ^ z 2 ^ 2 . / /
* ,
Where?.
7.
Are you a boarder?
Under penalty of perjury, I swear that the statements on this application are true and correct.
v&ur S»Qnaiufj
y*\u*y*~y

^

^

^

^ T

Oate

ZP

Yes
Yes
Yes

feLNo
$ No

OrNo

ttf'ttA
G Yes tef No

Soo»i Security Number

JO^D

ZZL.

COMMENTS

Time and Date
of Appointment
Worker To Be Seen.
Phone Number
Expedited Food Stamps DYes
Reason
Screened By.
Date

DNo

f you need help with this recertification form, tell us. A worker will help you.
Check the box if you want to add other types of assistance.
Cash Assistance — money to help pay your rent and other bills,
-ood Stamps — gives the extra help you need to buy food.
Medical Assistance — provides health care services after the first day of this month.
D Retroactive Medical Assistance — pays for health care services received before the first day of this month
All sections must be complete.

Shaded Areas for Local Office Use Only

FOLLOW THESE EASY STEPS
1
2
3
4
5

If you receive Food Stamps (A) If everyone in your household receives SSI you can file your review forms and be interviewed at the local SSA office
(B) If you are applying for Food Stamps only you do not need to answer the questions marked with an asteriskf)
If you receive AFDC financial assistance or Food Stamps, ycu may need to schedule an interview at your local office If you have an authorized
representative that person may have the interview for you
Return these forms and all proofs to the local office You must give us proof of the income you receive this month
The local office may ask for other proofs after they have received your forms Send in these proofs
iiA face-to-face interview ts required forfinancialand food stamp assistance We encourage you to hand deliver this completed review to your worker An
appointment may be necessary For your convenience, a return envelope is enclosed You can use it to mail in your review and schedule your interview at
a later time

COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW ON TIME!
People in your home
1 Write your name at the top of the list
2 Write your spoused name next if living with you
3 List ALL the people who live in the same home you
live in Include people not asking for assistance

U t t N t m t FtrtfHamt MiOdlt inrtiol

Mtrttt!
fttttut

You must give us the Social Security Number (SSN) for all household members This is required under
the Food Slamp Act of 1977 as amended by P.L 97-98
Your SSN will be used to check the identity of household members to prevent duplicate participation and
to facilitate mass changes This may involve our contacting your employer bank or other parties
Knowingly providing false information may result rn criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims
• I Security KD
lAtdictrt Numbtf

W&tf-PfT/A

U t CKtxtn
How Ktltttd Y M

Birth
Soi

Aft

/^s^rW

I D WMJ?

or No

Softool Training
Grtot Ccnp»eiea

OEP

SS

Page 3
anyone tn your home pregnant? (Medical proof of pregnancy will be required.)

•

D YES ^ N (

1 Expected
Exoected Date o*
of Birth
Birth

3.

Do you eat with everyone in your home? (List below anyone who doesnl)

D YES /fej N*

Is anyone in your household living in one of these institutions?
D Hospital
D Shelter
D Drug/Rehab Center
D Boarding School
D Group Home
D Nursing Home
D Jail —if yes, on work release?,

D YES J&N

Name

4.

J

_ _ _

Admission Date

Name ot institution

Release Date

is anyone 16 or older unable to work because of physical or mental problems?

N8me

D YES JffN
When able to work?

Date unable to work

Medical Problem (a medical verification may be required)

Does anyone (including children) have any of the items listed below?
DOES ANYONE HAVE THEIR NAME ON AN ACCOUNT BELONGING TO SOMEONE ELSE?
D Savings Account
D Personal Checking Account
D Trust Fund (TF/TM/TR)
D Credit Union Acct
D Money Market Certificates
D CAsh
D Time Certificates
D STocks/Bonds
D Other
DIRA/KEOGH/401K
D HM Account (Tribal oil/gas monies)
Account Number

I Name of Financial Institution

Joint?
Yes/No

Type of
Acct

Owner/Joint Owners

D Y E S JiJT
D Y E S JQ*

Amount

Pos

F
1

Ver

/
C

Does anyone own or is anyone buying any of the types of vehicles listed below, or does anyone have their name on a vehicle bekrig
to someone else?
D YES •iB I
D CAr
D SnowMobile
D MotorCycle
D Other Vehicle (dune buggy,
^
D TrucK/Van
D Motor Home
D BoaTs/Motors
ATV, etc
;
1 Type of
Vehicle

Make

Model

Vear

Licensed?
Yes/No

Owner/Joint Owners

Pos

' Use

Current
Value

Amount
Owed

< }
Ver

1

1

Does anyone own, or is anyone buying, any of the types of property listed below?
INCLUDE PROPERTY CO-OWNED WITH SOMEONE NOT LIVING WITH YOU . .
D Home you live in (Exempt)
D Camper/TRailer
D Other Homes
D Notes or Contracts (NC/NO)
D Time Share Condos
D Satellite Dish
D Rental Property
D Livestock/Horses (LC/LX)
D Land/Mineral Rights
D Tools/Equipment/lnventory
D Oil or Gas Leases
D Other

D
D
D
D

!
Type Of Property

Owner Jo»nt Owners

r Pos

Joint?

Yes'No

DYESxij
LiFe Insurance (LF/LI)
Funeral Plan/Burial Contract
Burial Plans/Cemetery Plots (BS/BC)
Life Estates/Life Leases

Face-Market
Value

Equity Cash
Value

Ver

Page 4
Do you expect any changes in income, resources, living arrangements or expenses7 (Please explain)

D YES ^ 3 NO

has anyone applied for or received any of these types of UNEARNED INCOME?
D Social Security
D Unemployment Insurance (UC)
D Church Assistance (CC/IK)
D Railroad Retirement
D Civil Service Annuity
D SSI
Q Workman^ Compensation
D Tribal Funds (OC)
D Child Support
D VeterAnls Benefits
D Cash Gifts (CC)
D ALimony
Q Lump Sum Payments
D Pension (CV/RT)
D Other
Are any deductions being withheld from these benefits? (child support, taxes, health insurance, overpayments, etc.)

D YES

DYES JPINO

—

ExplainType of Unearned Income —
Claim Number

ame

Denied?
Yes/No

Amount

Major

Date Benefits
Will Begin

u
N

$

per

r

$

per

NJ

$

per

Has anyone in your home applied for or received educational benefits?
D Scholarships (BI/OF/ON)
D Other Educational Grants and Loans (OD/OE/OF/ON)
• Other (include family, work study, church, employer, etc.)
ame

Date Applied
/ Received

^UO

DYES^NO
D V.A. Educational Benefits
DPELL/BEOG
DSEOG
D SSIG (ST)
D NDSL
Major

Name

Credit Hours

|

Expected date of
graduation

1 I Name of School

Credit Hours

N
ame ot School

fpe ot Grant or
>an

Date Applied tor
or Received

Time Period
Covered

Type of Grant or
Loan

Amount

$
$
$
$

Expected date of
graduation
Date Applied for
or Received

ite last check received

$
$
$
S

Name of Employer & Phone Number

. . . .

n Y P S . . *SNO

Date left job

Date expect to return to work

Reason lor leaving

EJ

Amount

1
1
J
J

has anyone in your household changed or stopped working in the last 4 morrths?
ime

Time Period
Covered

1

is it a temporary
layoff?

V
0
Q

s j
Name of Employer & Phone Number

ime

ite last check received

Reason for leaving

Date left job

Date expect to return to work

Is it a temporary
layoff?

V |
0
Q
S |

Page 5
Fv^gmployment Information (including self-employment) - YOU WILL BE ASKED TO VERIFY THIS INCOME.
[NAME
f&D*

often Paid? (circle one):

r

2x monthly

Every 2 weeks

Weekly

Daily

Hourly

Monthly
Other

1 Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted)
Address and Phone Number

Hours Worked
per Week

J Date Started

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

Hours
Worked

Every 2 weeks

Weekly

Tips

Date Started

Actual/
Best Est.

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

Daily

Monthly

Hourly

Other

Hours Worked
per Week

Hours
Worked

Gross

Hourly Wage

Day of Month / Wk
Paid

Actual/
Best Est.

Tips

TOTALS.

Do you pay for dependent care so you can go to work, look for work, or get training?
Amount Paid Each Month
(Attach Receipts)

Name of Dependent

14.

2x monthly

j

Day of Month / Wk
Paid

TOTALS.
13.

1 How often Paid? (drcle one):

| Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted)
Address and Phone Number

Hourly Wage

Gross

"~

Who Pays?

Do you expect any change in your earnings, number of hours worked, or dependent care?

D YES

&

For Nursing Home Assistance: Please provide information of income (list in the employment section), and shelter (list in the shelter section),
the spouse and other family members at home. Additional benefits may be given.
•15.

If you are applying for medical assistance, put a check mark in front of any of these expenses paid by anyone in the household.
D Tools
D Retirement (MR)

•16.

D Uniforms, Special Clothing (EE)
D Other

If you are applying for medical assistance, do you have any health insurance that can help pay this medical bill? . . D YES jj£

Insurance Company

Amount Paid (HA)

$
•17.

D Mandatory Union Dues

per

NEXT Payment Due

Pay period, month, quarter, semi-annual, year

Have you paid any medical bills in the last 3 months or do you have any unpaid bills, such as: (provide verification)
D Medical, Dental Expenses
D Hospital or Nursing Care
D Transportation for Medical
D Medicare Premium/Insurance
• Dentures, Hearing Aids, Eyeglasses
D Medication (required by Dr.)
D Other (explain)

Page 6

DYES jJrNO

Does any person or organization give you money to pay expenses or pay any expenses for you?
Name of Person/Organization

Amount

Type of Expense

S

$
If you are applying for Medicaid, is child support or alimony paid by someone in your home who is a spouse or parent of a disabled person?
If yes, provide receipt
D YES CiJJO
4f you are applying for Medicaid, are there children of a disabled adult or siblings of a disabled person in your home? D YES &^To
If yes, do these non-disabled people have income? (Please declare and verify this income in question #31.) . . D YES D NO

FOOD STAMPS EMPLOYMENT RULES

jj

^ ,

Trimsrfl nvtofirrf

the head of the household.

Exempt S-YES
S-Y£S «^fJO
4
. is the head of household. Circumstances may change who you have designated as

If the head of household quits a job without a good reason, the entire household may be disqualified from the Food Stamp Program for
three months. If the head of household fails to comply with the Food Stamp Employment Program, the entire household may be
disqualified.
The purpose of the Food Stamp Employment Program is to help people get jobs by providing job assistance. Workshops are provided
on how to get a job. Anyone may volunteer.

Please check the boxes in front of each expense you pay These are expenses for which you are billed.
IELTER: List the amount your household is billed for each of the following items:
Current
Amount

ense

Past Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

Who is responsible for payment?

Who pays the bit!?

Ver

:ent

S
H :
E

lortgage
econd Mortgage
ailer Space Lot Payment
roperty Taxes
not included in mortgage)
surance on Home
not included in mortgage)

DYES

Is your rent government subsidized?
tf yes, what is the amount YOU pay? $ .

r)g^o

Agencyfe name?

ILITIES: You must choose (1) Standard OR (2) Actual Utility Costs
Your monthly utility costs may change how many food stamps you get. You may choose your actual utility costs and verify the amount
of your bills or you may choose to use a Standard Utility Allowance. The Standard Utility Allowance is an amount that has been estimated
to be your total monthly utility cost. Make the choice that will give you the highest utility cost for the next 12 months. That way, you may
9et more food stamps. You may change your option when your case is reviewed. You can also change it one other time in each 12 months
%Jer you were certified for food stamps.

Page 7

fndard Utility Allowance. THE STANDARD UTlLtTY ALLOWANCE IS $150.00 PER MONTH.

^ _ _

You may choose the Standard Utility Allowance for all your utility cost If you have a heating or cooling cost that is separate from your re
or mortgage. You do not need to show which utilities you pay. If you do not have a heating or cooling expense, you must use actual cos
24.

Do you have a heating or cooling expense separate from your rent or mortgage costs?
A.
How is your home heated?
B.
How is your home cooled?
C.
I receive HEAT/LIHEAP

D YES fefh

D YES fi^R

Actual Utility Costs.

You may get more food stamps If you choose actual utilities costs. This is true If your current monthly utility bills are more than the stands
amounts If you choose actual utility costs, you will need to bring in your actual bills with yourreview.You are allowed $20 for telephone serv
25.

J choose the/oliowing option for my food stamp utility costs deduction. (MARK ONE BOX)
0 The Standard Utility Allowance

26.

D My actual utility costs

Actual Utility Option

Complete this section only If you claim actual utility costs. These are expenses for which you were billed. Check the boxes even if you
receive HEAT assistance. Please verify.
Current
Amount

Expense

Past Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

c
Who is responsible tor payment?

Who pays the bill?

Ver

0 Electricity

£

D Heating /Cooking Fuel

)

0 Telephone
D Water
D Sewer /Septic Tank
0 Garbage
I O Initial installation of utilities
I D Other Shefter Costs

27.

Do you share any of these shelter or utility costs with any people that you live with?
If yes, how is It shared?

ign here:
(Spouses signature not required for Food Stamps)

DYES

Date:

C. Authorized Food Sump Representative:

Date:

2
DISPOSITION: [^Approval D Closure, C<tfe:
fTFQYES

H the applicant CANNOT write or sign name above, a Mark (X) will be used instead
of a signature. One witness is required to verify and witness the applicants mark;
use Spouse Section above.

EWO

Signature
iture of Worker

Effective Dale:.

TA

Date:

J^

COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW ON TIME!
Forms are due—
To the local office by the first working day of the next month.
What will happen if the forms areni turned in on time?
If you have earned income and receive financial assistance, you will not get the AFDC earned income disregards
if your review is late. A late review may reduce the size of your check and could result in the closure of your case.
If you have a good reason for returning the form late, let us know right away.
If you receive AFDC, Medical Assistance, or Food Stamps, your case will close at the end of next month if you
do not complete your review.
GOOD CAUSE FOR A LATE REVIEW
If you have good reason for not returning your forms on time, please contact your local Office of Family Support. In some circumstances, they can excuse you for being late. You may also ask to be late with the interview if you have good cause. If the office
does not allow you to be late, they will close your case. If you think this is not fair, ask for a hearing.
Please call your local office if you have any questions.
ABOUT YOUR REVIEW
Avoid problems! You can avoid serious problems by making sure you know your rights and responsibilities and the rules for public
assistance. Please read the statements below carefully. If you do not understand something, ask your worker about it. Make sure
you understand everything before you sign this form.
Your Social Security Number, as well as other information you give us, will be subject to verification by Federal, State,
and local officials. Using the State Income and Eligibility Verification System, we will make sure your household is eligible for Food Stamps and other Federal assistance programs through electronic matches. Computer matching, program reviews, and audits will be done with Job Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Social Security, and
internal Revenue Service Records. It also includes inquiries to banking and loan institutions and any other organizations or individuals who may have eligibility information about you and other household members. Computer checks
will be done when you apply and after you receive assistance. Your benefits to Food Stamp, AFDC, and Medicaid may
be reduced, denied, or terminated because of information from these sources. Knowingly providing false information
may result in criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims.
All the members of my household will obey Food Stamp and AFDC program rules. We will not lie or hide information.
We will not give Food Stamps to anyone who has no right to use them. We will not use Food Stamps to buy ineligible
items. If we break any of these rules, we may not be allowed to have Food Stamps or Financial Assistance. The first
time, we may not be allowed to have these benefits for 6 months. The second time, we may be ineligible for 12 months.
The third time, we may be permanently disqualified trim the Food Stamp of AFDC program. We may also be fined up to
$10,000.00 or put in jail up to 5 years. We may also be prosecuted under other laws. We will not use anyone else's Food
Stamps unless we are their authorized representative.
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES. Family planning services are available. If you would like more information, contact your Office
of Family Support / Health Department.
tf I receive AFDC, I have received the information packet describing the Family Self Sufficiency program. I understand the availability of the program activities and supportive services for which I may be eligible. I understand how I may volunteer for this
program. I understand the agency has responsibilities and obligations to support all negotiated and agreed upon plans.
I,
—, have read or read to me the statements above. I understand those statements. Under penalty of perjury, I swear that the answers I have given on this review are true and correct. I am the person represented by the signature on this document. I understand that any false information on this review will result in prosecution for
fraud. I understand that I may request a fair hearing if I disagree with the decision made on this review.
" ^ Food Stamp program is an equal opportunity program. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of race,
~ \ t ^handicap, nati onal origin, age, sex, political beliefs, or religion, write immediately to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washing*°M5C 20250.

ADDENDUM F

FORM 475
Name'
?

^

12/92
/

8

C H A N G E REPORT F O R M
g

^

y & s J A / £ r /

We no longer need the following types of assistance:
Reason _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _

DATE RECEIVED

S S N £ < ^ ^ > ^ - y S g 7 4 ^ C a s e number £ 5 3 0 /
T
D Financial
D Medical
D Food Stamps

Complete this form only if you have a change!
If you have questions about how to fill out this form, call your local office listed on the enclosed notice
or Constituent Services at 1-800-662-3722.
Please check only the boxes you have changes for. Remember to attach verifications for every item that has change
You must report the following changes within 10 days.
Complete Section A
Complete Section B

K

Complete Section C

Change in residence (plus the resulting change in shelter costs for Food Stamps only)
Change in marital status, deprivation, or living arrangements (Financial, Medical only)
Change in household size (for Food Stamp only)
Change in income source.
Change of more than $25.00 in gross income (except GA/PA grant)

Complete Section D

D

Gain of a vehicle (licensed for Food Stamps,any vehicle for Financial or Medical)
Change in assets which reach or exceed $2,000 for Food Stamps. Any asset chang
Financial or Medical.

Complete Section E

D

Changes greater than $25.00 in total allowable medical deductions (Food Stamps only)
Any change of more than $25.00 in total allowable deductions (Financial, Medical only]

Will the changes continue next month j

tff Yes

A. ADDRESS CHANGE

The new address is:

\

A

RES!DENTIAL^(Apt.J4t).)

>

/

_

: No

/

MAILING: (If different)

TELEPHONE:

Home

Please explain if the changes won't continue..

F//W-

>TATE/

CfTY

STATE

Work

/

ZIP

PWO

ZIP

Message ,

food Stamps Only
^ ^,&£
at
My portion is: $ t ? w
New rent amount $
^J^iu
Circle utilities you are responsible to pay - Heat Telephone Water Sewer Garbage Electric
How is your home heated?
How is your home cooled?
* You may claim actual utility costs if the actual cost exceeds the standard utility allowance.
B. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION CHANGE JSqmeone has moved in or out of my household.
J

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER

RELATIONSHIP

IN

Change in Marital Status. D Married Jo Separated

DATE OF BIRTH

DATE MOVED
IN
OUT

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBE

D Divorced

C. EARNED OR UNEARNED INCOME CHANGE Income has changed foi
1. Change in income amount by more than $25.00.

STATE'S^

Hrs/week
D Work hours have increased.
Hrs/week|
D Work hours have decreased.
per/hour
D Hourly wage has increased.
D Employment or unearned income benefits have terminated. Date of last
Date terminated
Termination reason:

4 'Co.*

Pert on Receiving income

Source
Unearned Ir* some Source
Employer Na me

i
Data Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

in

1

Houre
Worked

Groee

Tipe

Data
Started

II
[|

Phone
H

1

How Often Paid? (circle one) 2 X Monthly Every 2 Weeke Monthly
Weekly Daily Hourly Other
Actual/
Beet Eat.

Houre
•Worked per
Week

Hourly Wage

J

L_J—U_J

i

Day of Month/Week
Paid

n

B

1

Tetaie

). RESOURCES Someone in my household has had a change in resources. Name
O Opened or closed a checking or savings account. Bank,
Acct.#
D Bought or sold a vehicle. Make
Year
(If bought) Paid $ _
O Other changes in resources (properties, land, life insurance, etc.)? Please explain.

I. EXPENSES
[

$

Owe $

My household has had a change in reportable childcare or medical expenses.

TYPE OF EXPENSE

COMMENTS

M ONTHLY DOLLAR AM OUNT

j

Someone outside my home (such as Housing, church, insurance, a friend or relative) paid my expense(s). Please explain:

|$$^^
will be subject to verification by Federal, State anc
Local officials. Using the State income and Eligibility Verification system, we will make sure your household is eligible foi
food stamps and other Federal assistance programs through electronic matches. Computer matching, program reviews, anc
audits will be done with Job Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Social Security, and Internal Revenue Servi^
records. Eligibility determination includes inquiries to banking and loan institutions and any other organizations or individual!
who may have eligibility information about you and other household members. Computer checks will be done when you apph
and after you receive assistance. Your benefits to Food Stamp, AFDC, and Medicaid may be reduced, denied, or terminate!
because of information from these sources. Knowingly providing false information may result in criminal or civil action and/o
administrative claims.
Ipra^^
I understand that ! can be barred from the Food Stamp Program for six months
12 months, or permanently; fined up to $20,000, imprisoned up to 5 years, or both; and subject to prosecution under othe
applicable laws for hiding or giving false information.
1 understand these same penalties will apply if I sell, trade or alter food stamps and/or authorization cards, use someone else'
food stamps and/or authorization cards, use someone else's food stamps and/or ID card or buy ineligible items. I alj
understand I must pay back the value of any food stamps I receive to which I am not entitled. My answers on this form ar
correct and complete to the best of my knowledge. I understand that my signature authorizes federal, state and local official
to contact other persons or organizations to verify the information I have provided.

Client's Signature

fe^^£

^Oate

ADDENDUM G

WW^^.«#W*T

*OFFICE OF FAMILY SfcfPORT
2 e ' u ? 0 th,s tl385 SOUTH STATE STREET
[SALT LAKE CITY UT 64115-5403

2

Utah-DHS-OFS Form 1942 6/94
24 30 181

FSAFFM
This is e review for the month of, N O V E M B E R f

1994

ATTENTION! Failure to complete and return this form will result
a delay or termination of your J A N U A R Y

If address or phone number has changed, cross out old
information and write in new address and phone number.
Please provide us with proof of your new address.

Complete this form er\6 return it to the local Office of Family Supp
bythe

DECEMBER

f I),,IHI,,1..,II,1,1„M11.,.1I,M11„H.,,!I„,IL,1I,I„,1
Name:

Addr«stSALT LAKE CTY

pour phone number

UT

84151-1133

1ST

Voumaycall

*or n e , p w , t n t h , s f o r m -

t ^468—0000

\ TAMARA HOWARD
jp Q BQX 5 1 1 1 3 3

essist8nc

Return

00223014
3 OFFICE OF FAMILY SUPPORT
STATE STREET
1 3 8 5 S O U T H

Tormto

SALT LAKE C I T Y

59^-3749

Date Received:

UT

3

84115-5403

?MZS.

^A*/9&

You must answer all of the questions on the form (Food Stamps only do not have to complete the questions with star • ) , ai
verify any factors of eligibility (including income, assets, living arrangements, etc.) we may ask for, before benefits are issue

COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW ON TIME!

DEC
What will happen if the forms aren't turned in on time?

> 1994

If you receive Financial, Medical Assistance, or Food Stamps your case will close at the end the review month if y
do not complete your review. A face to face interview may be required. Your benefits may be delayed if you are \z
in providing all verifications.

GOOD CAUSE FOR A LATE REVIEW
If you have good reason for not returning your forms on time, please contact your local Office of Family Suppoa. In soi
circumstances, they can excuse you for being late. You may also ask to be late with the interview if you have good cauj
If the office does not allow you to be late, they will close your case. If you think this is not fair, you may ask for a hearir

All sections must be complete

FOLLOW THESE EASY STEPS
1.

3.
4.
5.

If you receive Food Stamps: (A) If everyone In your household receives SSI you can file your review forms and be interviewed
the local SSA office. (6) If you are applying for Food Stamps only, you do not need to answer the questions marked with
asterisk!*).
A face to face interview may be required. You may need to schedule an interivew. If you have an authorized representative, tl
person may have the interview for you. Bring an interpreter If needed to complete your application.
Return these forms and all proofs to the local office. You must give us proof of the income you receive this month.
The local office may ask for other proofs after they have received your forms. Send In these proofs.
We encourage you to hand deliver or mail this completed review to your Local Office. An appointment may be necessary. For yi
convenience, a return envelope is enclosed. You can use it to mail in your review and schedule your interview at a later tim

Page 1

pie tn your nome.
Write your name at the top of the list.
Write your spouse's name next if living with you.
List ALL the people who live m the wme home you
ve in. include people not asking for assistance.

HOW
RELATED

MEDICARE NO

household members. This is required under the Food Stamp Act
of 1977by P.L 997-98.
Your SSN will be used to check the identity of household
members, to prevent duplicate participation and to facilitate
mass changes. This may involve our contacting your employer,
bank or other parties. Knowingly providing false information
may result in criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims.

&%&Az?a
~ffia?*jrs sttMz ^

L F
(

- A JW*

oP^S^-^s^f
]

'&&&w&

wa^p^/7\A-!)t7^T^ft '.3ca#i3£&r£
T^

SEX
M /P

AGE

DATE

B7
7

&

MARITAL
STATUS

f sr
?

US
CITIZEN

DEP I

SCHOOL / TRAINING
££tV£. r w * *
„ -~
COMPLETED? /
~}_
|
CURRENTLY
" ' J
^
ATTENDING
>><^7
WHERE''
.^ZsCS

* .

ATTENDING'
YES / NO

!

jsy^ &
l^-j&AJpqtz&z*..

/

'

4^'\*iL

1
1
1
1

u
Is anyone in your home pregnant? (Medical proof of pregnancy will be required)
Expected D«te of Birth

Do you eat with everyone in your home? (List below anyone who doesn't.)

D YesM&*1&

D Yes(T&^o

is anyone in your household living in one of these institutions?
D Hospital
D Shelter
D Drug/Rehab Center
D Group Home
D Nursing Home
D JaiHf yes, on work release?

D Boarding School
Admiseion Dete

Nome of institution

'£*k

D Ve$
|

Release Date

Is anyone 16 or older unable to work because of physical or mental problems? . . . . .

D Yes

Date unable to work

When to work?

(gjfc

edicel Problem (a medical verification may be required)

Do you have an authorized representative?
D Ye£ t&'fjj
If you want to choose an adult to help you with your f:ood Stamps, Medical Card and Check give us that person's name, redress
and telephone number below. This person will then be your Authorized Representative.
Relationship
lame
Phone #
State

&L

Zip

Do you expect any changes in income, resources, living arrangements or expenses? (Please explain)

Has anyone sold or traded anything in the last 3 months?
w
Yes, please explain:
(j

*:,.•* ^

^

D Yes

•—-

D Yes
m

noes anyone ftndudinQ children) have any of the Kerns listed below?
POES ANYONE HAVE THEIR NAME ON AN ACCOUNT BaONGING TO SOMEONE aSE?
mmSavings
*«A/;rtJtcAccount
Account
ffersnnalChecking
H h ^ r k i n nAccount
Arrrvnrrt
TrtictFund
FnnH(TF/TM/TR)
fTP/TM/TRl
DHPersona!
DnTrust
D
OCAsh
O Credit Union Acct
D Money Market Certificates
D Time Certificates
D Other.
D STocks/Bonds
DIRA/KE0GH/401K
D Personal Needs Account

•OBBSSSS:

BSSBSSSSS^=

D Yes £52aL
D Yes /Ciyo
^ — ^

= = ^ ^ ^ g

Account
Number

Weme of Financial Institution

Joint?
Yes/No

Type of
Acct

KmoByi Amount

Owner/Joint Owners

F1
i jj
A ]
C

Ver !

-3ESXS——

1

Does anyone own or is anyone buying any of the types of vehicles listed below, or does anyone have their name on a vehicle
belonging to someone else?
OYesffW^S"
D CAr
D SnowMobile
D MotorCycle
D Other Vehicle (dune buggy,
V—'
D TrucK/Van
D Motor Home
D BoaTs/Motors
ATV, etc.
Type of Vehicle

Make

Model

Year

Licensed?
Yes/No

Owner/Joint Owners

^ PD* 1 Use

V 1

Amount
Owed

Current
Value

Ver 1
H

10-

Does anyone own, or is anyone buying, any of the types of property listed below?
INCLUDE PROPERTY CO-OWNED WITH SOMEONE NOT LIVING WITH YOU . . .
D HOme you live in (Exempt)
D Camper/TRaiier(CP\TR) D LiFe Insurance (LF/LI)
D Other Homes
D Funeral Plan/Burial Contract
D Notes or Contracts (NC/NO)
D Time Share Condos
D Burial Pians/Cemetery Plots (BS/BC)
O Satellite Dish
O Life Estates/Life Leases
D Rental Property
D Livestock/Horses (LC/LX)
D Land/Mineral Rights
D Toofs/Equipment/lnventory
D Other
D Oil or Gas Leases

DYes..

P B S — — — 3

11

Type of Property

l|§|§!

Owner/Joint Owners

Current
Face/Market
Value

Joint? Yes/No

Current
Equity/Cash
Value

!

v

*

0
T
A
S

r

y

n.

Has anyone applied for or now receiving any of these types of UNEARNED INCOME?
D Social Security
D Unemployment Insurance (UC)
D Church Assistance (CC/IK)
D Railroad Retirement
O SSI
D Workman's Compensation
D Child Support
D VeterAn's Benefits
D AUmony
D Lump Sum Payments
D Other
Are any deductions being withheld from these benefits? (child support taxes, health insurance,

D
D
O
D

DYes/^
—'
Civil Service Annuity
Inheritances, Settlements, Et
Cash Gifts (CO
Pension (CV/RT)

overpayments, etc.)

Explain:
1

Name

DYes
'

Type of Unearned Income Claim Number

Denied?

1

Yes/No

Date Applied
/Received

Amount

Date Benefits
Will Begin

&
M

1
1

•

per

•

P«T

•

_£•£

•K

l i Q S W i y w i i V «» f * ^ » . r v . . , * , « K K . . v w >wi v i •fW»T I V ^ C I V K r y C U U I ^ O U M W I l / C T P C K i a r .

D
D
D
D

Scholarships (BI/OF/ON)
Other Educational Grants and Loans (OD/OE/OF/ON)
SEOG
SSIG (ST)
Major

Hame

Credit Hourt

Name of School
Type of Grant or
Loan

D
D
D
D

Time Period
Covered

*

Major

Name

Expected date of
graduation
Date Applied for
or Received

• • • • •

Credrt Hourt
Expected Date
of Graduation

Name of School
J
Type of Oram or
Loan

Amount

Time Period
Covered

Date Applied for
or Received

Amount

1

t

$

•

Has anyone in your household changed jobs or stopped working In the last 4 months?

Date last check received

Reason for leaving

is it a temporary
layoff?

H»rrf of Employer k Phone Number

Reeeon for leaving

Date last check received

V 1
mo ::1

Date left job

Date expect to return to
work

Name

{.

DYes'/^i^o^

Name of Employer & Phone Number

Mame

1

_J_____J

J ^————

_JJ

\ZJ>

V.A. Educational Benefits
PELL/BEOG
Other (I.E. family, work study, church, employer,etc.)
NDSL

Date left job

It rt • temporary
layoff?

Date expect to return to
work

Employment information (including self-employment) - YOU WILL BE ASKED TO VERIFY THIS INCOME,

MAME

NAME

~~]

Is this a temporary job?

rf yes, how long will rt
Isst?

Now often Paid? (circle one):

2X monthly
Weekly

What is your hourly
wage?

Every 2 weeks
Dairy

Hourly

Is this a temporary job?
|

How often Paid? (Circle one):

Monthly

AverageHours Worked
per Week

Date Started
Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

Hours
Worked

Gross

1

Date Started

Acuta!/

j

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Vr

Set! SvL

Every 2 weeks
Dairy

Hourly

Monthly
Other

Averege Hours Worked
per Week
Hours
Worked

Gross

Day of Month/Wk Paid

Tips

1
1
1
1

Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted). Address end Phone Number

Day of Month/Wk Paid

Tips

2X monthly
Weekly

Other

Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted), Address and Phone Number

What is your hourty
wage?

H yes, how long will it
lest?

1

1

ActveV

II

Best Set.

j

saaaaal

3TALS

TOTALS

T*jf po you pay ^ dependent care so you can go to work, look for work, or get training? D YeOj^No>
•v3r
<J~S
*••

J 6.

Hume of Pependent

Amount Paid Each Month
(Attach Receipts)

Who Pays?

Provider N%me \ Relationship

Do you expect any change in your earnings, number of hours worked, or dependent care?

1

D Yes E^tsl

For Nursing Home Assistance: Rease provide information of income (list in the employment section), and shelter (list in the shelt<
section), for the spouse and other family members 8t home. Additional benefits may be given.
•17.

If you receive medical assistance, put a check margin front of any of these expenses paid by anyone in the household.
D Tools
D Uniforms, Special Clothing (EE)
D Retirement (MR)
D Other

•18.

D Mandatory Union Dues

H you receive medical assistance, do you have any health or accident insurance that can help pay this medical bill?
D Yes to No

11 Insurance Company

Amount Paid (HA)

NEXT Payment Due

sx
*

Pay penod month, quarter term-annual year

*19.

Have you paid any medical bills in the last
D Medical, Dental Expenses
D Transportation for Medical
D Dentures, Hearing Aids, Eyeglasses
D Other (explain)

20.

Does any person or organization give you money to pay any expenses for you?
Name of Person/Organization

.

1 P£

3 months or do you have any unpaid bills, such as: (provide verification)
D Hospital or Nursing Care
D Medicare Premium/Insurance
D Medication (required by Dr.)

Amount

D Yes fos*
Type of Expense

•21.

If you are applying for Medicaid, is child support or alimony paid by someone in your home who is a spouse or parent of a dis?i
person? If yes, provide receipt
D Yes ki

•22.

If you are applying for Medicaid, are there children of a disabled adult or siblings of a
disabled person in your home?
If yes, do these non-disabled people have income? (Please declare and verify this income in question #14.)
«***»••

D Yes fa
. . . D Yes M

FOOD STAMPS EMPLOYMENT RULES

23,

, is the head of household. Circumstances may change who you have design
as the head of the household.
K the head of household quits a job without a good reason, the entire household may be disqualified from the Food Stamp Pros
for three months. If the head of household fails to comply with the Food Stamp Employment Program, the entire household
be disqualified.
The purpose of the Food Stamp Employment Program is to help people get jobs by providing job assistance. Workshops are prov
on how to get a job. Anyone may volunteer.

ELTER; List the amount your household is billed for each of the followina items
Current

Past Due

How Ofton

1

Attach receipts
Who it responsible for

1
H

e

*ent

X

Mortgage
Second Mortgage
Trailer Space Lot Payment
Property Taxes (rf not
luded in mortgage)
Insurance on Home
!rf not included in mortgage)

Is your rent government subsidized?
Agency's name

D Yes fcfyo
Tel. # _

If yes, what is the amount YOU pay?.
Amount agency pays

riLITIES: You must choose (1) Standard OR (2) Actual Utility Costs
Your monthly utility costs may change how many Food Stamps you get. You may choose your actual utility costs and verify the
amount of your bills or you may choose to use a Standard Utility Allowance. The Standard Utility Allowance is an amount that has
been estimated to be your total monthly utility cost. Make the choice that will give you the highest utility costs for the next 12
months. That way, you may get more Food Stamps. You may change your option when your case is reviewed. You can also
change it one other time in each 12 months after you were certified for Food Stamps.

andard Utility Allowance. THE STANDARD UTILITY ALLOWANCE IS $150.00 PER MONTH.
may choose the Standard Utility Allowance for all your utility costs If you have a heating or cooling cost that is separate from your rent
ortgage. You do not need to show which utilities you pay. tf you do not have a heating or cooling expense, you must use actual costs.

Do you have a heating or cooling expense separate from your rent or mortgage costs?
A.
How is your home heated?
8.
How is your home cooled?
C.
I receive HEAT/LIHEAP
D.
Have you applied for or received HEAT assistance in the last 12 months?
Do you share any of these shelter or utility costs with itny people that you live with?
If yes, how is it shared?

D Yes 4 f N p
^—
D Yes k^No
D Yes E&fio

D Yes

/**~*\
(
gj^r

:tual Utility Costs.
You may get more Food Stamps if you choose actual utility costs. This is true if your current monthly utility bills are more than the
standard amounts if you choose actual utility costs, you will need to bring in your actual bills with your review. You are allowed $20
for telephone service.

I choose the following option for my food stamp utility costs deduction. (MARK ONE BOX)
©The Standard Utility Allowance
D My actual utility costs

Artuaf Utiffty Option (complete this section only if you claim 8Ctual utility costs)
«xpences for which you were billed. Check the boxes even if you receive HEAT atttttancc. Rea6e verity.
Expanae

Current
Amount

Past
Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

Who it responsible for payment?

Who ptys the bill?

Ver

fjflactricrty

3
H
€
X

D Heetinp/Cooktnp. Fuel

D Telephone
D Water
D Sewer/Septic Tank
D Garbage
D tnrtiaf Installation of Utilities
D Other Shorter Costs

Avoid problems! You can avoid serious problems by making sure you know your rights and responsibilities and the rules for public assistant
Please read the statements below carefully. If you do not understand something, ask your worker about it. Make sure you understan
everything before you sign this form.
Your Social Security Number, as well as other information you give us, will be subject to verification by Federal, State, and local official;
Using the State Income and Eligibility Verification System, we will make sure your household is eligible for Food Stamps and other Fader
assistance programs through electronic matches. Computer matching, program reviews, and audits will be done with Job Service, immigratic
and Naturalization Service, Social Security, and Internal Revenue Service Records, h also includes inquiries to banking and loan institutior
and any other organizations or individuals who may have eligibility information about you and other household members. Computer check
will be done when you apply and after you receive assistance. Your benefits to Food Stamps, AFDC and Medicaid may be reduced, denies
or terminated because of information from these sources. Knowingly providing false information may result in criminal or civil action and/(
administrative claims.
If I am applying for Food Stamps, I also certify, under penalty of perjury, that all household members are U.S. citizens or aliens in tawf
immigration status.
The Food Stamp program is an equal opportunity program. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of race, colo
handicap, national origin, age, sex, political beliefs, or religion, write immediately to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, DC 2025
•»««•««••

All the members of my household will obey Food Stamp and AFDC program rules. We will not lie or hide information. We will not giv
Food Stamps to anyone who has no right to use them. We will not use Food Stamps to buy ineligible items. If we break any of thes
rules, we may not be allowed to have Food Stamps or Financial Assistance. The first time, we may not be allowed to have the*
benefits for 6 months. The second time, we may be ineligible for 12 months. The third time, we may be permanently disqualified froi
the Food Stamp or AFDC program. We may also be fined a maximum of $250,000 or put in jail up to 20 years. We may also t
prosecuted under other laws. We will not use anyone else's Food Stamps unless we are their authorized representative.
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES. Family planning services are available. If you would like more information, contact your Office of Fami
Support/Health Department.
If I receive AFDC, I have received the information packet describing the Family Self-Sufficiency program. I understand the availability <
the program activities and supportive services for which I may be eligible. I understand how I may volunteer for this program,
understand the agency has responsibilities and obligations to support all negotiated and agreed upon plans.
If you need help with this recertification form, tell us. A worker wilt help you.

%.//&?&&!> jA^^/^^Z

. have
\
read or read to me the statements above. I understand those statements. Under penalty i
perjury, I swear/fhit the answers I have given on this review are true and correct. I am the person represented by the signature on th
document. I understand that any false information on this review will result in prosecution for fraud. I understand that I may request
fair hearing If I disagree with the decision made on this review.
On here:

SPOUSE OF THE CLIENT OR WITNESS: Sign here:
(Spouaa'a elgntture not required for Food Stamp*)
K the applicant CANNOT wrttt or atgn rvamt abovt, a Mark (X) wBf ba uaad
tnttaad ef a algnatura. Ont wttnttt it raqutrad to vartfy and wftnaaa tha
appficarrt't mark; utt Spout• Section abovt.

fer^nHfeatf^«<K!^t«j^^pnt««na^ij

. ..

te£ Aaorr 19-al-w

D&P0STOQ*+ DA;pp*ev*<* S C f e a m « . C » 4 * ,
TVr C Y a r 0 * 0

ffanrfttrt tffittmrTcas.

ifiacifriOaw

ftrra

^7
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO FILE THIS RECERTIFICATION FORM TODAY BY PROVIDING ONLY YOUR NAME. ADDRESS AND SIGNATUF
ON PAGE 7 OF THIS REVIEW.

>U MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE EXPEDITED FOOD STAMPS!
u may be eligible for expedited service IF you are eligible for any Food Stamps.
IF your household has less than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts and your household's gross income (before deductions]
Is less than $150 this month.
OR
If you are a migrant or seasonal farm worker with less than $100 in liquid cash resources and you meet all the following rules:
You now have no source of income.
AND-You will not get any more income from a source you had.
AND-You don't expect to get more than $25 income in the next 10 days.
OR everyone in your household is homeless or living in a temporary shelter or residence.
OR your combined gross income and liquid resources »re less than your shelter costs.
Y O U ARE APPLYING OR RECERTIFYING FOR FOOD S T A M P S , please answer these questions about your household.
Food Stamp household includes your spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters and ALL other people w h o live
d share food with you.
Are you living in a temporary residence or sherter7
Are you homeless?

D Yes fe No
D Yes & N o

Does your household have LESS than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts combined?

I^Yes

Is your household's total income for this month (before deductions) LESS than $150?
(Include money received so far this month, AND money you will receive before the end of this month.)
Estimate your household's total gross income for the month

$

D No

D Yes GLNo
>£~\
—^^/

Is the total of your cash, bank accounts and income for this month
less than your total shelter cost (rent or mortgage plus utilities)?

D Yes

Are you a migrant or seasonal farm w orker?

D Yes }%r'\
No

a.

D Yes

b.

If so, will you receive income later this month?
(Include only income you are sure you will receive before the end of the month.)
How much? $
When?

When did you last receive Food Stamps? ^-Jffif/
Are you a boarder?

/ / '

^ r

Where? «-Q » ^

C

&^o

* Ls/JT
D Yes**CfNo

ider penalty of perjury, I swear that the statements on this application are true and correct.

iBn,tw

Your Sic

JL

^^^^^>C^^^g^

Time and Date
of Appointment
Worker to be Seen,
Phone Number
Expedited Food Stamps D Yes O No
Reason

Screened by.
Date

*a.
/

I °T?~

*^l^l^J,e^x>e^^^

COMMENTS

r

try
Utah-DHS-OFS
Form702 12/91

.1
"^

STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTION

2

7 0

•.

,^V">

^^ "

When you live with someone not on your assistance case, we needtoknow If your roommate gives you any
money (cash contributions), or pays any bills for you (vendor payments}.
Cash contributions • Money given by the roommate for their portion of food, rent, a|d utilities Isn't
counted. All other cash counts against your assistance. Vei^rp^meji^-Bills paid
directly to a landlord or utility company won't affect the wssrance.L 4 t T r l b t
* Roomer/Boarder • ff the person you tve with rents a room from you, please report the money as
self employment to your worker.
*94APR15P4ni
Case Number

£-2

ZG.s</

CBent'sname, : ^ ^ ^ g „
Child -T&a**^**s&r^z^zs
Child
Child

A/^/^y^

Date
l/^-fy'
Relationship to non-case members?

/

Please have the person you are living with complete the Items below:
1.1.

#rnlp-A-llny?

.SodalSecurityf * 3 0 : * C - ~ C > 9 f t v e a t

(address)
2-1 give $ f/\
this amounTlS

^ t i C A S H O R CHECK DIRECTLY to these people each month. Of
T _ J is for my portion of living expenses of food, rent, or utilities.
FOOD STAMPS

ONLY

3. Do you buy, store, and prepare food or meals with above household members? (ff you do, you may have
to be included in their Food Stamp case) Circle one • YES (fjQ)
4.J5o^ou pay any rent or utility bills directly to the landlord or utility companies? Circle one •
yes, pTease explain which bills or parts of bills you pay.

*************

.fQ_m,e

iUtODh^JI

Roommate's signature)
above statements are true and correct

and •//t^r/trs

\ jty^*e&6*to*

(Client's signature)

all the

Utah - DHS. OFS
Form 702 12/91

STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTION
When youfivewith someone not on your assistance case, we need to know if your roommate gives you any
money (cash contributions), or pays any bills for you (vendor payments).
Cash contributions • Money given by the roommate for their portion of food, renj.apdtfflj(ie_sIsn't
counted. All other cash counts against your assistance. Vendor payntfhfe£Billsupaid
directly to a landlord or utility company won't affect the assistance.
. • Roomer/Boarder • If the person you Ive with rents a room from you, pkase f^tSthenroney as
self employment to your worker.
Case Number J J 5 & f

c

(
/

Client's name 7 ^ W / 4 /
Child -7~^<£S<?^J4

Date « / - ?-?*/
Relationship to non-case members

/

._
A'&ztJrf/Cc/

Child
Child

Please have the person you are living with complete the items below:
1.1.

ffiVhrtrttl

-17)mbAf,

)

Social Security I *z 3 <$- f l - V ^ < M v i at

(address)
2.1 give $ ^ g r
in CASH OR CHECK DIRECTLY to these people each month. Of
this amount $ ^ ^ r
is for my portion of living expenses of food, rent, or utilities.
FOOD STAMPS

ONLY

5. Do you buy, store, and prepare food or meals with above housejjpjdmembers? (ff you do, you may have
to be included in their Food Stamp case) Circle one • YES (^NOy
DcLyouj>ay any rent or utility bills directly to the landlord or utility companies? Circle one •
z$ {NON If yes, please explain which bills or parts of bills you pay.

************

y^C'/jJ t f c ^ ,
' (Roommate's signature)
>ove statements are true and correct

. and

'/Jf/^/jf
'

r^^^^dedare all the

(CfientVsignature)

Utah-DHS-OFS

Form 1062
10\93

SHELTER/HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
Date
THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED BY
YOUR LANDLORD, MANAGER, OR
MORTGAGE HOLDER (use reverse side for mortgages)
1.

Name of Tenant

T^^^yfrf /ftntwsy

Phone #

J^*-

Y OFFICE
Address: Apt. #

2.

City

ZIP Code

.

APR 15 P 4 : 1 1

Name of Apart
>artment

Date this tenant moved in

-f-Avn-l Tannara TatvV"

Monthly rent amount $ of A /
a.
Is the rent split between 2 or more tenants? £9 Yes
b.
If so, how is it divided?

D No

'

Q

Does anyone subsidize the rent (Housing Authority, family, church, etc.)? D Yes 4£CNo
Who?
How much?
5.

Utilities the Tenant pays: (circfet

Electricity

6.

Are utilities shared? D Yes

7.

How is apartment heated? (circle) £

8.

Please list all adultsower age 18 living in/the home.

9.

Please list all children iiying in the home.

j2QJo

Gas Water/Sewer

Telephone

Garbage

By Whom?
Electricity^ Gas

Steam

Wood

Coal

Propane

/#y/S&yfojg

^X

Your signature and a telephone number where you may be reached during working hours:

^5^2^^£i
Name

T^sasSs^

*'Mgr-*7far
Phone

Landlord's A d d r e s s S 3 P ^ / * & > * J 4 <
Position/rule

Are you related to the tenant? Jfef Yes

D No

Office use only:
Verified on
Date

Name/Phone Number

^^^ZJ*</?'&£

Page 2

MORTGAGE INFORMATION
Expense

Current
Amount

Past Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

Who is responsible ;
for Payment?

I D Mortgage

•i

1 • Second
1 Mortgage

l
t

D Property Taxes (if
1 included in mortgage)

D Home Insurance
1 (if included in mortgage)

Name (Person verifying information)

Phone

Position/Title
AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE INFORMATION
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I authorize any person or institution to release information to the Department of
Human Services.
I understand that this information is confidential and will be used only to prove my
eligibility for benefits. Any person or institution that gives this information is released
from any liability.
I give authorization only for use by the Department of Human Services in the
Administration of its program. For the thirty day period of
through
, the Department of Human Services may have access to the information
about me requested on this form.
A photostatic copy of this release is valid.
Signed

Date

Witness

Date

ADDENDUM H

DHS/ORS/BIC/F50A (Pg. 2)
TO: Craig L. Proulx T-63
EMPLYEE'S NAME:"TOTOr<l
EMPLOYEE'S SSN; SM"

|W/q/z{,

D%-"7*V7H

P l e a s e l i s t checks by date RECEIVED and GROSS amount of each pay check.
Jan S4_ JJIZJWL
/
/

/
/

Feb a*L ZJ&JQL.
J2j2%JJi_
/
/

% n.W\
g^i*

3fl

$
$

/

2-5C SO
J3IL

$
$

/
/

$
$

2L-I2L.I3!L

$

/
/

$
$

ai2

Apr 2 £

/
/

_y_/j£_/^!/
/
/

/
/

$

J u l _ ^ J3_l£Zl2!L
_j_IJ2zl3!L
/
/
Aug ^ t £

H£L

SUB.

3_lQSI3!L

"/

/"

$
$

^LlJl^laR

$

Oct 24L _«o_//f//2SL

totisim
i /

$
$

"/
May ££

Jun

f £

59

6 IJ5_I<VL
IT/jSL/fj&J.
/
/
/
/

$
$
$
$

a?q

Jp.l&.lW

$

H ( g JDD

/
/

Date Hired:

/
/

iq/

Dec 3 £

t£/*>o/r

A LAAjCHXtiCJ

.

COMPANY NAME:^\j4^(^ym\fa^ ^ ^
PHONE:

^(VyV^y

PitfrMflW

/"
////<?</
/
/

/g*?W
/
/

Date Terminated:

(V)^L \Kfo\W)

TITLE: ^\M)\\

q

.
.

Income and employment v e r i f i e d by:

NAME:

//
/
/

$
$

Hours Worked Per Week

Nov<££_

$

/

/

/
/

2&
50k 9/_

/ "7 2-

$

I

/
*>g3 •%>
•2*7/
iflD.

/

$
$
$

3 22.
^3-7

?>7£
^54
HOP

$

ifiL

12.

3

^ _j£^_.t££
$
"&%b.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

H1t> • £ 2
-3*6" . /5

*«*/

•2 £

<-/<*>£ . 3S.

^/Cuhhf^xISKf/nfft.

< v.
4©

:

T5—
J U

81
10 U.

oo
jj>t2

o
&•

-J

o
•J
^

•

s
.o.r>...~

,....»&.

sft.

"85

2

..fy«?:

..©

'•-*iri " «r«rf^"
OCT)

©rovD

0«-«

«-««cP'>

eofv

coa^v

C\)

©••xP^tf^POPO
CM

e

in

•

III

8525

tf>
CM

VD .

O^CD
POCDCn

POOD
f"*?P..

no

O

o

«*"

.<*>mCD

OSOOOOO <*>
" i/>tov£> K'vn'«-«'' "H""'
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IS)
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ADDENDUM I

/
Return this
term to:

61-B REVIEW FORMS
RECERTIFICATION
Utah • DHS • OFS
Form 61-B 7/92

Complete this review for the month of — —
_
ATTENTION! Failure to complete and return this form will result
in a delay or termination of your assistance. Complete this form
snd return it to the local Office o1 Family Support by the
of
.
.. You may call
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — —
—
for help with this form.

It address or phone number has changed, cross out old information 8nd
write in new address and phone number. Please provide us with proof
of your new address.

Hame:
Mailing
Address:

24 30181
Paget

Return
this
form to:

6trTT7A'C- fi&VJ PC

6C>K:

This Page for Food Stamps Only

S

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO FILE THIS RECERTIFICATION FORM TODAY BY P R O V I N G ONLY YOUR
NAME, ADDRESS AND SIGNATURE ON THE FRONT PAGE.
If you dont have time to fill out the whole recertification form now, sign your name on the front pgige, and turn it in TODAY.
You must still answer the rest of the questions on the form, be interviewed, and verify any factors of eligibility (including
income, assets, living arrangements, etc.) we may ask for, before benefits are issued.
o
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE EXPEDITED FOOD STAMPS!
You may be eligible for expedited service IF you are eligible for any Food Stamps.
A. IF your household has less than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts and your household's gross income
(before deductions) is less than $150 this month.
OR
B. IF you are a migrant or seasonal farm worker with less than $100 in liquid cash resources and you meet all the following
rules:
You now have no source of income.
AND—You will not get any more income from a source you had.
AND—You don't expect to get more than $25 income in the next 10 days.
C. OR everyone in your household is homeless or living in a temporary shelter or residence.
D. OR your combined gross income and liquid resources are less than your shelter costs.
IF YOU ARE APPLYING OR RECERTIFYING FOR FOOD STAMPS, please answer these questions about
your household. A Food Stamp household includes your spouse, parents, children, brothers and sisters
and ALL other people who live and share food with you.
1. Are you living in a temporary residence or shelter?
QYes fijfNo
Are you homeless?
QYes JgJ4o
2.
Does your household have LESS than $100 in cash, checking and savings accounts combined?.... Q Yes ^ N o
3. Is your household's total income for this month (before deductions) LESS than $150?
QYes jgWo
(Include money received so far this month, AND money you will receive before the end of this month.)
Estimate your household's total gross income for the month.....
$
4.
Is the total of your cash, bank accounts and income for this month
less than your total shelter cost (rent or mortgage plus utilities)?
D Y ^s £8$Jo
5. Are you a migrant or seasonal farm worker?
QYes Jgtslo
a. if so, will you receive income later this month?
QYes %gbio
(Include only income you are sure you will receive before the end of the month.)
b. How much? $
When?
_
;
6. When did you last receive food s t a m p s ? ^ ^ * ,/ S~ *%ff
Where? J£Z6X-~
7. Are you a boarder?
D Y ^s ^ & N c
Under penalty of perjury, I swear that the statements on this application are true and correct.
yr Sifiptfture

*y\
- * '

J

~J
'

I Date
\ * -

SJ0

€2?*?*

[ Social Security Number
L-7V/
^ / ^
~TJ>

- j t /

COMMENTS

Tie and Date
Appointment
orkerlbBeSeen.
K>ne Number
cpedited Food Stamps DYes QNo
eason
:reened By.
ate__

Date Received
rou need help with this recertification form, tell us. A worker will help you.
Check the box if you want to add other types of assistance.
Assistance — money to help pay your rent and other bills.
D-P^d Stamps — gives the extra help you need to buy food.
Q^ffledical Assistance — provides health care services after the first day of this month.
D Retroactive Medical Assistance — pays for health care services received before the first day of this month.
Shaded Areas for Local Use Only

All sections must be complete.

' Date Received:.

ient Phone:.

FOLLOW THESE EASY STEPS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ft you receive Food Stamps: (A) ft everyone in your household receives SSI you can file your review forms and be interviewed at the local SSA office.
(B) If you are applying for Food Stamps only, you do not need to answer the questions marked with an asteriskf).
If you receive AFOC financial assistance or Food Stamps, you may need to schedule an interview at your local office. If you have an authorized
representative, that person may have the interview for you.
Return these forms and all proofs to the local office. You must give us proof of the income you reoeive this month.
The local office may ask for other proofs after they have received your forms. Send in these proofs.
A face-to-face interview is required for financial and food stamp assistance. We encourage you to hand deliver this completed review to your worker. An
appointment may be necessary. For your convenience, a return envelope is enclosed. You can use it to mail in your review and schedule your interview at
a later time.

COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW ON TIME!
eople in your home.
Write your name at the top of the list.
. Write your spouse's name next if living with you.
. List ALL the people who live in the same home you
live in. Include people not asking for assistance.

You must give us the Social Security Number (SSN) for all household members. This is required under
the Food Stamp Ad of 1977 as amended by RL. 97-98.
Your SSN will be used to check the identity of household members, to prevent duplicate participation and
to facilitate mass changes. This may involve our contacting your employer, bank or other parties.
Knowingly providing false information may resutt in criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims.
U.t

U t t Nam*, Fir*t Nama, Mlddlt tottta!

* o d i ! Security Wc

Mimil
Status

t«x

Madicart Numbar

UI^W^STV

w

w? ?.
'M\

f, 27

0

4

71
71
71

bi
171

»**?

or Ho

School flflning

»

H

i

SS

An**6>rq'> - Wnft">
Grade ComptaiacP

#

<%*4
/
^

fu>
lM

(

Anexkng' - Whe^e?
Grade Coronated'
Aaanomg? - Wnara?
Grade Gomptttati?
Aaano^ng? - Wnart?

"!

G r o t Comp**atf>
XhaoomQ^ - Wnere?
Grade Comp»a»ad,>

">

Anending*> - wr»r»?
7*raoTGo'nptt»ad?
Attending? - Where *>
Grade Compete* 7

r

DEP

Grade Compwiad?

Tffi,M&/74/r>/Pyerfiff

immer^SB»£<

Aft*

Antnatno' - Wner*->

" "•' H

Page 3
^s anyone rn your home pregnant? (Medical proof of pregnancy will be required.)

DYES^^Nt
Expected Date of Birth

r^5Jme

>.

(y^5 f&q

© o you eat with everyone in your home? (List below anyone who doesnt)

Name

3.

• is anyone in your household living in one of these institutions?
D Hospital
D Shelter
D Drug/Rehab Center
D Group Home
D Nursing Home
D Jail—if yes, on work release?

Name

DYES/v^Q
D Boarding School
Admission Date

Name of Institution

I Release Date

Is anyone 16 or older unable to work because of physical or mental problems?

DYES&3NC
When able to work?

Date unable to work

Name
Medical Problem (a medical verification may be required)

Does anyone (including children) have any of the items listed below?
DOES ANYONE HAVE THEIR NAME ON AN ACCOUNT BELONGING TO SOMEONE ELSE?
D Savings Account
• Personal Checking Account
D Trust Fund (TF/TM/TR)
D Credit Union Acct
D Money Market Certificates
D CAsh
D Time Certificates
D STocksfBonds
• Other
DIRA/KEOGH/401K
D MM Account (Tribal oil/gas monies)
Account Number

Name of Financial Institution

Joint?
Yes/No

Type of
Acct

Pos

Owner/Joint Owners

Amount

F
1

Ver

A
C

Does anyone own or is anyone buying any of the types of vehicles listed below, or does anyone have their name on a vehicle beldpsi
to someone else?
D YES feW
D CAr
D SnowMobile
D MotorCycie
D Other Vehicle (dune buggy,
\
D TrucK/Van
D Motor Home
D BoaTs/Motors
ATV, etc.
Type of
Vehicle

Make

Model

Year

Licensed?
Yes/No

Pos

Owner/Joint Owners

Use

Current
Value

Amount
Owed

V
E

Ver

f1

:Does anyone own, or is anyone buying, any of the types of property listed below?
INCLUDE PROPERTY CO-OWNED WITH SOMEONE NOT LIVING WITH YOU . .
• Home you live in (Exempt)
D Camper/TRailer
D Other Homes
D Notes or Contracts (NC/NO)
D Time Share Condos
D Satellite Dish
D Rental Property
D Livestock/Horses (LC/LX)
D Land/Mineral Rights
D Tools/Equipment/Inventory
D Oil or Gas Leases
D Other
Type of Property

Owner/Joint Owners

Pos

Joint? Yes/No

D
•
D
D

. DYESi
LiFe Insurance (LF/LI)
Funeral Plan/Burial Contract
Burial Plans/Cemetery Plots (BS/BC)
Life Estates/Life Leases

Face /Market
Value

Equity/Cash
Value

i

Ver

PD0 you expect any cnanges in income,resources,imng arranyt?n

^

Has anyone applied for or received any of these types of UNEARNED INCOME?
D Social Security
D Unemployment Insurance (UC)
D Church Assistance (CC/IK)
D Civil Service Annuity
D Railroad Retirement
D Tribal Funds (OC)
D Workman^ Compensation
DS&
D Cash Gifts (CC)
D VeterAnfe Etenefits
D Child Support
D Pension (CV/RT)
D Lump Sum Payments
D ALimony
D Other
_
Are any deductions being withheld from these benefits? (child support, taxes, health insurance, overpayments, etc.)
Explain-

s^p

riYES
Type of Unearned Income—
Claim Number

f\e

Denied?
Yes/No

ne

Major

•ne of School

Date Applied for
or Received

Time Period
Covered

te last check received

$

per

N]

$

per

Expected date of
graduation

Name of School

DYE!
• V.A. Educational Benefits
D PELL/BEOG
D SEOG
D SSIG (ST)
D NDSL
Major

Credit Hours

U
N

Expected date of
graduation

Type of Grant or
Loan

Date Applied for
or Received

Time Period
Covered

1
E

Amount

$

$

$

$

$

$

J

$

Name of Employer & Phone Number

....

fe
v

HYPS A

Date left job

Date expect to return to work

Reason for leaving

N
1

Has anyone in your household changed or stopped working in the last 4 morrths?
me

u |

Date Benefits
Will Begin

per

Name

$

fc*NH

$

Credit Hours

Amount

Date Applied
/Received

Amount

i-ias anyone in your home applied for or received educational benefits?
D Scholarships (BI/OF/ON)
D Other Educational Grants and Loans (OD/OE/OF/ON)
D Other (include family, work study, church, employer, etc.)

pe of Grant or
in

D YE

Is it a temporary
layoff?

^

0

o

_sj
Name of Employer & Phone Number

ime

Date left job

V J
0

tte last check received

Reason for leaving

Date expect to return to work

Is ft a temporary
layoff?

S J

'i2.

"Employment information (including self-employment) - YOU WILL BE ASKED TO VERIFY THIS INCOME.

pNAME

I NAME

I

How often Paid? (circle one);

2x monthly

Every 2 weeks

I

Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted)
Address and Phone Number

Weekly

j Date Started

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

Hours Worked
per Week

Hours
Worked

Daily

Hourly

j How often Paid? (circle one):

Other

Daily

Monthly

Hourly

Other

Day of Month / Wk i
Paid
|

Actual/
Best Est.

Tips

Date Started

Date Paid
Day/Mo/Yr

|

Hourly Wage

Hours Worked
per Week

Hours
Worked

Gross

Day of Month / Wk
Paid

Actual/
Best Est

Tips

TOTALS.

Do you pay for dependent care so you can go to work, look for work, or get training?

1

'

" '

Name of Dependent

14.

Every 2 weeks

Weekly

TOTALS.

13.

2x monthly

I Name of Employer (Employer may be contacted)
I Address and Phone Number

Hourty Wage

Gross

Monthly

"

"

Amount Paid Each Month
(Attach Receipts)

Who Pays?

Do you expect any change in your earnings, number of hours worked, or dependent care?

DYES. J^J

For Nursing Home Assistance: Please provide information of income (list in the employment section), and shelter (list in the shelter section),
the spouse and other family members at home. Additional benefits may be given.
*15.

tf you are applying for medical assistance, put a check mark in front of any of these expenses paid by anyone in the household.
D Uniforms, Special Clothing (EE)
D Other

D Tools
D Retirement (MR)
•16.

If you are applying for medical assistance, do you have any health insurance that can help pay this medical bill? . . D YES

Insurance Company

Amount Paid (HA)

$
•17.

D Mandatory Union Dues

per.
Pay period, month, quarter, semi-annual, year

NEXT Payment Due

Have you paid any medical bills in the last 3 months or do you have any unpaid bills, such as: (provide verification)
D Medical, Dental Expenses
D Hospital or Nursing Care
D Transportation for Medical
D Medicare Premium/Insurance
D Dentures, Hearing Aids, Eyeglasses
D Medication (required by Dr.)
D Other (explain)

Does any person or organization give you money to pay expenses or pay any expenses for you?
Amount

Name of Person/Organization

D YES^O'Ndl

Type of Expense

S
S
••

'19.

If you are applying for Medicaid, is child support or alimony paid by someone in your home who is a spouse or parent of a disabled peoson?
If yes, provide receipt
D YES 3 ^ 0

'20.

if you are applying for Medicaid, are there children of a disabled adult or siblings of a disabled person in your home? D YES 3^JO
If yes, do these non-disabled people have income? (Please declare and verify this Income In question #31.) . . D YES D NO

!1.

FOOD STAMPS EMPLOYMENT RULES
/
Exempt DYES D NO
. is the head of household. Circumstances may change who you have designated as

j j
the head of the household.

If the head of household quits a job without a good reason, the entire household may be disqualified from the Food Stamp Program for
three months. If the head of household fails to comply with the Food Stamp Employment Program, the entire household may be
disqualified.
The purpose of the Food Stamp Employment Program is to help people get jobs by providing job assistance. Workshops are provide^
on how to get a job. Anyone may volunteer.

2.

Please check the boxes in front of each expense you pay T hese are expenses for which you are billed.
i

SHELTER: List the amount your household is billed for each of the following items:
Current
Amount

Expense

D Rent

?.

Past Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

Who is responsible for payment?

Who pays the bill?

Ver

•'l7-<

E
X |

D Mortgage
D Second Mortgage
D Trailer Space Lot Payment

H

J> <CLU\C >£_S

(

CHuTieS

D Property Taxes
(if not included in mortgage)
D Insurance on Home
(If not included in mortgage)

3.

4s your rent government subsidized? .
If yes, what is the amount YOU pay? $.

DYES
Agencyfe name?

UTILITIES: You must choose (1) Standard OR (2) Actual Utility Costs
Your monthly utility costs may change how many food stamps you get. You may choose your actual utility costs and verify the amount
of your bills or you may choose to use a Standard Utility Allowance. The Standard Utility Allowance is an amount that has been estimated
to be your total monthly utility cost. Make the choice that will give you the highest utility cost for the next 12 months. That way, you may
get more food stamps. You may change your option when your case is reviewed. You can also change it one other time in each 12 months
after you were certified for food stamps.

L Stanford Utility Allowance. THE STANDARD UTILITY ALLOWANCE IS S150.00 PER MONTH.
You may choose the Standard Utility Alio*?nee for all your utility cost if you have a heating or cooling cost that is separate from your n
or mortgage. You do not need to show wh^-n utilities you pay. If you do not have a heating or cooling expense, you must use actual cos
24.

!Do you have a heating or cooling expense separate from your rent or mortgage costs?
A.
-How is your home heated?
B.
^How is your home cooled?
C.
U receive HEAT/LIHEAP

DYES

EfcJ

D YES JjfJ

Actual Utility Costs.
You may get more food stamps if you choose actual utilities costs. This is true if your current monthly utility bills are more than the standamounts if you choose actual utility costs, you will need to bring in your actual bills with your review. You are allowed $20 for telephone servi
25.

I choose the following option for my food stamp utility costs deduction. (MARK ONE BOX)
^ Z The Standard Utility Allowance

26.

• My actual utility costs

Actual Utility Option

Complete this section only if you claim actual utility costs. These are expenses for which you were billed. Check the boxes even if you
receive HEAT assistance. Please verify.
Current
Amount

Expense

Pest Due
Amount

How Often
Billed?

Who is responsible for payment?

Who pays the bill?

Ver

D Electricity

E

D Heating/Cooking Fuel

>

I D Telephone
D Water
D Sewer/Septic Tank
D Garbage
0 Initial installation of utilities
D Other Shelter Costs

27.

Do you share any of these shelter or utility costs with any people that you live with?
If yes, how is it shared?

25. CLIENT: Sign here: ^

*

S)

Date:

7. ~//-%T
\

SPOUSE OFTHE CLIENT OR WITNESS: Sign here:
(Spouse* signature not required (or Food Stamps)

Date:

C. Authorized Food Stamp Representative:

26.
DISPOSITION: D Approval D Closure, Coc»e:
FTF^YES

tf the applicant CANNOT write or sign name above, a Mark (X) will be used instead
of a signature. One witness is required to verify and witness the applicant mark;
use Spouse Section above.

DYES

DNO

Effective Date:.

3 - I CHS
SJ^natu)e of Worker

Date:

IBt

COMPLETE YOUR REVIEW ON TIME!
Forms are due—
To the local off ice by the first working day of the next month.
What will happen if the forms areni turned in on time?
ff you have earned income and receive financial assistance, you will not get the AFDC earned income disregards
if your review is late. A late review may reduce the size of your check and could result in the closure of your case.
If you have a good reason for returning the form late, let us know right away.
If you receive AFDC, Medical Assistance, or Food Stamps, your case will close at the end of next month if you
do not complete your review.
GOOD CAUSE FOR A LATE REVIEW
If you have good reason for not returning your forms on time, please contact your local Office of Family Support. In some circumstances, they can excuse you for being late. You may also ask to be late with the interview if you have good cause. If the office
does not allow you to be late, they will close your case. If you think this is not fair, ask for a hearing.
Please call your local office if you have any questions.
ABOUT YOUR REVIEW
Avoid problems! You can avoid serious problems by making sure you know your rights and responsibilities and the rules for public
assistance. Please read the statements below carefully. If you do not understand something, ask your worker about it. Make sure
you understand everything before you sign this form.
Your Social Security Number, as well as other information you give us, will be subject to verification by Federal, State,
and local officials. Using the State Income and Eligibility Verification System, we will make sure your household is eligible for Food Stamps and other Federal assistance programs through electronic matches. Computer matching, program reviews, and audits will be done with Job Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Social Security, and
Internal Revenue Service Records. It also includes inquiries to banking and loan institutions and any other organizations or individuals who may have eligibility information about you and other household members. Computer checks
will be done when you apply and after you receive assistance. Your benefits to Food Stamp, AFDC, and Medicaid may
be reduced, denied, or terminated because of information from these sources. Knowingly providing false information
may result in criminal or civil action and/or administrative claims.
All the members of my household will obey Food Stamp and AFDC program rules. We will not lie or hide information.
We will not give Food Stamps to anyone who has no right to use them. We will not use Food Stamps to buy ineligible
Items. If we break any of these rules, we may not be allowed to have Food Stamps or Financial Assistance. The first
time, we may not be allowed to have these benefits for 6 months. The second time, we may be ineligible for 12 months.
The third time, we may be permanently disqualified frlm the Food Stamp of AFDC program. We may also be fined up to
$10,000.00 or put in jail up to 5 years. We may also be prosecuted under other laws. We will not use anyone else's Food
Stamps unless we are their authorized representative.
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES. Family planning services are available. If you would like more information, contact your Office
of Family Support / Health Department.
If I receive AFDC, I have received the information packet describing the Family Self Sufficiency program. I understand the availability of the program activities and supportive services for which I may be eligible. I understand how I may volunteer for this
program. I understand the agency has responsibilities and obligations to support all negotiated and agreed upon plans.
\ jgTjrifirtZ /^^y/^fA^y^
, have read or read to me the statements above. I understand those statements. Under penalty of perjury, I swear that the answers I have given on this review are true and correct. I am the person represented by the signature on this document. I understand that any false information on this review will result in prosecution for
fraud. I understand that I may request a fair hearing if I disagree with the decision made on this review.
The Fool Stamp program is an equal opportunity program. If you believe you have been discriminated against because of race,
color, handicap, national origin, age, sex, political beliefs, or religion, write immediately to the Secretary of Agriculture, WashingtA^ DC 20250.

ADDENDUM J

INSTRUCTION NO.

7

All presumptions of law, independent of evidence, are in favor of
innocence, and a defendant is presumed innocent until he is proved guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. And in case of a reasonable doubt as to whether
his guilt is satisfactorily shown, he is entitled to an acquittal.
I have heretofore told you that the burden is upon the State to prove the
defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt
does not require proof to an absolute certainty. Now by reasonable doubt is
meant a doubt that is based on reason and one which is reasonable in view of
all the evidence. It must be a reasonable doubt and not a doubt which is
merely fanciful or imaginary or based on a wholly speculative possibility.
Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is that degree of proof which satisfies the
mind, convinces the understanding of those who are bound to act
conscientiously upon it and obviates all reasonable doubt. A reasonable doubt
is a doubt which reasonable men and women would entertain, and it must
arise from the evidence or the lack of the evidence in this case.
tS.CRI

ADDENDUM K

INSTRUCTION NO.
A defendant is presumed innocent unless the defendant is
proved

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

Where there is a

reasonable doubt, the defendant is entitled to an acquittal. It is
the State's responsibility to prove the defendant guilty beyond a
reasonable

doubt.

The

reasonable doubt.

State's

evidence

must

eliminate

all

Proof beyond a reasonable doubt, however, does

not require proof to an absolute certainty.
A reasonable doubt is a doubt which reasonable men and
women would entertain, and it must be based on the evidence or the
lack of evidence in the case.

In some circumstances, the mere

possibility that the defendant did not commit the crime with which
he/she is charged may create a reasonable doubt; however, any such
possibility must be based upon reason and logic, and not upon a
purely emotional urge or a wholly speculative possibility.
Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is that degree of proof
which satisfies the mind, convinces the understanding of those who
are bound to act conscientiously upon it, and eliminates all
reasonable doubt.

A determination that a defendant has committed

a crime beyond a reasonable doubt demands the application of
reason, impartiality and common sense.

You must have greater

assurance of the correctness of such a decision than you would
normally have in reaching the weighty decisions affecting your own
life.

The reason for this standard is that you cannot undo your

verdict once you have announced it.

In your personal life# on the

other hand, you may be able to undo or modify the consequences or
decisions you make.

Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is the highest standard
of proof in the American system of justice; it is the standard that
is always used in criminal cases, such as the case you will be
deciding here.

It is a much higher standard of proof than the

standards of preponderance of the evidence or clear and convincing
evidence used in civil cases. If a scale were used to demonstrate
the various standards of proof, with complete uncertainty at one
end of the scale and absolute certainty at the other end, proof
beyond a reasonable doubt would be very close to the absolute
certainty end of the scale.

00$15?

ADDENDUM L

1

SECOND-DEGREE FELONY CONVICTION HERE AND THE COURT DOES

2

NOT CONSIDER ITS SENSE OF CRIMINAL JURIS PRUDENCE SUCH

3

THAT A PERSON SHOULD BE CAPABLE OF BEING CONVICTED OF

4

SUCH A SERIOUS CRIME BASED ON RECKLESSNESS AS OPPOSED TO

5

A STATE OF MIND IN WHICH THE CRIMINAL INTENT IS CLEAR AND

6

IS ESTABLISHED IN THE RECORD OR SO FOUND BY THE TRIOR OF

7

FACTS.

8
9

I

MS. REMAL:

I DO HAVE OTHER OBJECTIONS.

I

PROPOSED IN MY SET OF PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE

10

DEFENDANT THAT THE COURT GIVE WHAT WE TRADITIONALLY CALL

11

A REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS INSTRUCTION—

12

BEGINS:

13

EVIDENCE MUST, TO YOUR MINDS, EXCLUDE EVERY REASONABLE

14

HYPOTHESIS OTHER THAN THAT OF GUILT OF THE DEFENDANT, AND

15

GOES ON ANOTHER SENTENCE.

16

TO WARRANT YOU IN CONVICTING THE DEFENDANT, THE

IT'S MY UNDERSTANDING, ALTHOUGH THE CASE LAW IN

17

THIS STATE DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT TO BE GIVEN BY A JUDGE,

18

NEITHER DOES IT PRECLUDE THE JUDGE FROM GIVING IT.

19

BELIEVE IT IS ANOTHER WAY OF DESCRIBING IN A CLEARER WAY

20

WHAT THE STANDARD OF PROOF BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT

21

MEANS.

22

CHOSEN NOT TO GIVE THE REASONABLE DOUBT INSTRUCTION WHICH

23

I HAVE PROPOSED, TO WHICH I ALSO OBJECT.

24

IF WE GAVE AN ALTERNATIVE REASONABLE HYPOTHESIS

25

INSTRUCTION IT WOULD MAKE THIS CONCEPT MUCH CLEARER TO

I

PARTICULARLY IN LIGHT OF THE FACT THE COURT HAS

I BELIEVE THAT

000533

1

THE JURY.

AND OF COURSE THAT'S A VERY CRITICAL CONCEPT.

2

THE REASON I OBJECT TO THE COURT'S INSTRUCTION

3

DEFINING BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT IS THAT, FRANKLY, 1

4

DON'T BELIEVE IT'S WRITTEN IN A CLEAR ENOUGH WAY FOR THE

5

JURY TO UNDERSTAND, DEFINES THAT CONCEPT OF REASONABLE

6

DOUBT.

7

BELIEVE MAKES THAT CONCEPT MUCH CLEARER SO THEY CAN

8

UNDERSTAND IT ADEQUATELY AND APPLY IT IN THIS CASE.

THAT'S WHY I PROPOSE MY INSTRUCTION WHICH I

9
10

THE COURT:
MR. BAER:

MR. BAER, DO YOU WISH TO RESPOND?
BRIEFLY, YOUR HONOR, WITH RESPECT TO

11

THE REASONABLE HYPOTHESIS INSTRUCTION, STATE'S POSITION

12

IS THAT THE SUPREME COURT HAS NOT SANCTIONED THE USE OF

13

THAT AND WILL OBJECT TO THE USE OF THAT PARTICULAR

14

INSTRUCTION.

15

ACTION OF NOT INCLUDING THAT INSTRUCTION WITH THE

16

INSTRUCTIONS IN TBIS PARTICULAR CASE.

WOULD SUPPORT THIS COURT'S TAKING THE

17

WITH RESPECT TO THE REASONABLE DOUBT

18

INSTRUCTION, LIKEWISE I THINK WHAT HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO

19

COUNSEL SO FAR IS SUFFICIENT, SOMETIMES DEFINING TERMS

20

LIKE REASONABLE DOUBT, TRYING TO DECIDE BOW MANY ANGELS

21

YOU CAN REST ON THE HEAD OF A FIN, THERE IS NEVER GOING

22

TO BE A HUNDRED PERCENT SATISFACTORY ANSWER FOR

23

EVERYBODY.

24

MOST REASONABLY GATHER TOGETHER, TRY NOT TO MAKE IT TOO

25

CONFUSING, NEITHER TOO SHORT OR TOO LONG, AND GO WITH

YOU BAVE TO TAKE WHAT YOU W E R E — BEST AND

336

000534

WHAT YOU HAVE LEFT.

AND I BELIEVE THE COURT HAS DONE

THAT AND WOULD SUBMIT IT ON THAT BASIS.
THE COURT:

THE COURT SHOULD INDICATE THAT IT

HAS ADOPTED ITS OWN POLICY OF PROVIDING A REASONABLE
DOUBT INSTRUCTION WHICH HAS BEEN SANCTIONED BY THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT IN A RECENT DECISION AND BELIEVES
THE JURY IS BEST ABLE TO UNDERSTAND AND APPLY THE CONCEPT
BY USING A STRAIGHT FORWARD AND SIMPLE INSTRUCTION
WITHOUT ELABORATION, AND HAS MADE A DETERMINATION AS IT
HAS IN PAST CASES TO SIMPLY GIVE THAT SUPREME COURT
SANCTIONED INSTRUCTION WITHOUT OTHER ELABORATION WITH THE
IDEA THAT THAT WOULD BE THE MOST CLEAR TO THE JURY AND
WOULD PROVIDE THE BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR THE JURY TO APPLY
THE COURT'S INSTRUCTION.
ALL RIGHT.

COUNSEL, I'M GOING TO GO DOWN AND

GET THESE TURNED IN TO OUR SECRETARY AND WE'LL HAVE
COPIES MADE FOR ALL OF YOU.

AND PLEASE, BEFORE Y O U — YOU

KNOW, WE'LL GET THEM BACK TO YOU AS SOON AS WE CAN AND I
INVITE YOU TO READ THEM AND MAKE SURE I HAVEN'T MADE A
MISTAKE.

I DON'T CLAIM AMBITIONS OF PERFECTION IN THIS

KIND OF THING.

I WANT TO BE SURE THAT YOU HAVE HAD A

CHANCE TO GO OVER IT.
MR. BAER:

IN THAT RESPECT, MAYBE I SHOULD

BRING UP ONE LAST POINT.

I JUST NOTICED IN THE LAST OR

NEAR LAST STOCK INSTRUCTION THE WORD "FALLACIOUS."

I
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